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Foreword
In Autumn 2015 the UK Government announced regional Science and Innovation Audits 
(SIAs) to catalyse a new approach to regional economic development. SIAs enable 
local Consortia to focus on analysing regional strengths and identify mechanisms 
to realise their potential. In the Edinburgh and South East Scotland City Region, a 
Consortium was formed to focus on our rapidly growing strength in Data-Driven 
Innovation (DDI). This report presents the results which includes broad-ranging analysis 
of the City Region’s DDI capabilities, the challenges and the substantial opportunities for 
future economic growth.

Data-led disruption will be at the heart of future growth in the Digital Economy, and 
will enable transformational change across the broader economy. However, the exact 
scope, scale and timing of these impacts remains unclear1. The questions we face are 
simple yet far-reaching – given this uncertainty, is now the right time to commit fully 
to the DDI opportunity? If so, what are the investments we should make to optimise 
regional economic growth? 

This SIA provides evidence that we must take concerted action now to best position the 
City Region to benefit from the disruptive effects of DDI. If investment is deferred, we 
run the risk of losing both competitiveness and output to other leading digital clusters 
that have the confidence to invest. We also run the risk of losing jobs in other parts of 
the economy as a result of automation extending into knowledge-intensive services. 
We recommend action now to mitigate these risks and fully realise the City Region’s 
substantial potential.

If we choose to commit investment to developing this opportunity we can build upon 
a strong foundation as we have a world-leading range of DDI skills and capabilities 
that have been developed in the City Region over the past 20 years. In so doing we can 
implement a joined up strategy to develop and retain a sustainable talent base, and 
create a range of data assets, that can drive innovation, transformation and growth in 
both our public and private sectors.

The document presents the evidence for our proposal to place DDI at the forefront of 
the City Region’s growth agenda. We hope the findings of the audit, together with our 
proposed new initiatives, will capture the attention of government, public and private 
sectors alike.

1  Klaus Schwab of the World Economic Forum argues that digital technologies are enabling a new industrial revolution that will 
fundamentally change the shape of the jobs market.

ECONOMIC GROWTH 
Substantial cross-sector GVA growth 
digital sectors

IMPROVED COMPETITIVENESS 
Close existing productivity gap

INCREASED HIGHLY SKILLED JOBS 
Create 50,000 digital jobs

ECONOMIC CONTRACTION 
Loss of output to digital adopter regions

REDUCED COMPETITIVENESS 
Productivity gap worsens 

HOLLOWING OUT OF WORKFORCE 
‘Skilled artisan’ vocations automated

COMMIT NOWDEFER
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Executive Summary 
Introduction

In Autumn 2015 the UK Government announced regional Science and Innovation Audits (SIAs) to catalyse 
a new approach to regional economic development. SIAs enable local consortia to focus on analysing 
regional strengths and identify mechanisms to realise their potential. In the Edinburgh City Region, a 
consortium was formed to focus on our strength in Data Driven Innovation. This report presents the results 
which includes a broad-ranging analysis of the Edinburgh City Region's capabilities, the challenges and 
the substantial opportunities for future economic growth. 

The digital economy is growing 2-3 times faster than the economy overall2. Data and its manipulation lie 
at the heart of the next phase of the ‘digital and data revolution’. The importance of addressing critical 
shortages of digital and data skills has been recognised by both the Scottish and UK governments3-8. The 
primacy of investment in research, development and innovation to improve productivity and economic 
growth is frequently highlighted9-10. Government reports call for action but stop short of providing specific 
proposals for investment. In this report we have audited the digital and data science capabilities in the 
Edinburgh and South East Scotland City Region (the City Region). We provide clarity on our regional vision, 
the required investment priorities and the anticipated economic and societal benefits. We are poised to 
act to maximise the gains to the regional economy accruing from Data-Driven Innovation (DDI). 

Data-Driven Innovation Strengths

We are now entering an era where the generation, collection, analysis and monetisation of huge volumes 
of data underpins the Digital Economy. The value of data comes from use in real-time, or aggregation over 
long periods, to understand and predict behaviour. Whilst data has become ubiquitous, the challenges for 
all organisations are effectively to use this data to shape, develop and deliver to consumers and citizens 
innovative processes, including new digital products and services. This is what we call Data Driven 
Innovation and it is the focus of our regional Science and Innovation Audit (SIA).

We have audited DDI, a key driver of the digital economy, in the City Region and have identified globally-
competitive strengths on which we can build:

• a strong base of digital and non-digital businesses that could achieve productivity gains through DDI

• a strong base of talent & skills

• a strong base of scientific research and associated infrastructure, including key data assets

• a strong track record in innovation & entrepreneurship that has created a vibrant ecosystem.

Our Vision for 2025-35

•  Make the City Region a global location of choice for organisations that power services through the 
application of data science, attract global talent and international investment

•  Create a trusted public-private-third sector partnership that will have invested £500 million to unlock 
economic opportunities through mastery of our regional data assets and delivery of new services

• Deliver transformative efficiency gains across the public, private and third sectors

• Exemplify a strategy for UK regional growth and data-driven societal prosperity.
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In October 2015, the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) published a report11 

on DDI which found that “countries could be getting much more out of data analytics in terms of economic 
and social gains if governments did more to encourage investment in Big Data and promote data sharing 
and reuse”. The themes of the OECD report resonate strongly with our vision.

The Opportunity for Economic and Social Gains

The ubiquitous and disruptive nature of DDI within the digital economy offers substantial opportunities 
for cross-sectoral GVA growth. We can achieve improved competitiveness by harnessing data and 
technology skills more effectively to increase productivity, “taking the handbrake off” our digital sector 
and boosting jobs. Examples include increasing the regional share of the growing Fintech marketplace, 
growing more global companies from start-up to “Unicorns”, and re-inventing processes for delivery 
of public sector services such as healthcare, transportation, civil infrastructure and local authority 
administration. 

These opportunities are all enabled by focussing on the practical application of DDI across the economy 
to harness the increased productivity of a much broader data-savvy workforce. This will enable the 
delivery of transformational data-driven services with a high digital content. By addressing a wider 
workforce we can address the political, social, and human factors that have inhibited productivity growth. 
The opportunity for impact is robust and inclusive, embracing:

• providers and consumers of services, including customers and citizens

• all sectors of the economy (private, public and third)

•  all scales of the economy, from start-ups to large corporates to Government. A key priority is continued 
investment in entrepreneurship activities to create and scale new companies, and align new services 
into the supply chains of existing large corporations and Government

•  a wide range of key regional industries including creative/digital, financial and business services, life 
sciences, healthcare, tourism, energy and higher education. 

Key Priorities

The SIA has shown strong evidence that DDI is already playing a key role in retaining and developing 
economic prosperity in the City Region. The City Region already exhibits a plethora of DDI skills and 
capabilities. The SIA has identified five key priority areas for investment through which we can achieve 
our vision:

•  Talent: a sustainable DDI talent pool is the single biggest factor affecting our future development. Its 
creation and retention is the core strategic objective of our DDI activity

•  Entrepreneurship: we must ramp up the level of DDI entrepreneurial activity, improving all modes of 
cross-sector partnership (private sector, public sector, Universities) 

•  Research: we must aggressively enhance the City Region as a pre-eminent data science research 
location, and strongly connect the talent pool to the research base

•  Datasets: the potential of our DDI asset base, including data and its trusted stewardship, is considerable. 
We must maximise the value generated by these data assets particularly through improved data sharing 
and ensuring public trust in the data-driven economy

•  Adoption: the global DDI marketplace is developing quickly. It is critical we accelerate regional 
competitiveness through adoption of DDI, particularly industries which are not “born digital”.

10 Encouraging a British Invention Revolution: Sir Andrew Witty’s Review of Universities and Growth
11 OECD 'Data-Driven Innovation: Big Data for Growth and Well-Being', October 2015
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Founded in 2004, Amazon’s 110-strong development centre in 
Edinburgh is part of a global team that invents and develops 
innovative products and solutions for Amazon’s customers around 
the world. World class data scientists are at the heart of the 
solutions Amazon’s team develops, using its unique data sets to 
provide the best products and services to its customers13.

“ The unique skillset of our Edinburgh team contributes hugely 
to Amazon’s ability to support its customers around the world. 
Our Edinburgh development centre reflects the world-class 
data science capability and talented individuals that live and 
work here. The quality of life offered in Scotland’s capital city 
enables us to attract top talent from around the world, so that 
we can offer Silicon Valley jobs here in the heart of Edinburgh.” 

Graeme Smith, Managing Director,  
Amazon Development Centre (Scotland)

Conclusions and Benefits Analysis 

The SIA leads to clear conclusions. The Edinburgh City Region is already a powerhouse of DDI activity. 
It is a significant cluster in the UK and is growing fast. However, this growth is at a tipping point. Without 
targeted investment growth will stall. Investments made now will enable us to harness the disruptive 
potential of data science at which we already excel. Our ambitious and achievable plan is to:

• train 100,000 people in Data Science using a world-class data infrastructure

• enable creation of 50,000 new high value jobs and up-skill a further 50,000

•  deliver substantial economic impact for the region, (estimated £5 billion over 20 years) including 
increases in private sector productivity and growth and step-change improvements in public sector 
efficiencies12.

Next Steps 

The SIA has catalysed strong engagement and momentum within the City Region Consortium for DDI-
enabled transformation of the local economy. There is a compelling business case for this transformation 
that will deliver tangible progress as soon as we can secure the necessary investment.

Moving forward rapidly we propose to create a disruptive regional ecosystem that unlocks value from 
public data and delivers sustainable gains in private sector activity, public sector transformation and 
digital skills. We will do this through investment in a Regional Data Science Innovation Cluster comprising 
three closely-linked nodes which will bring together over 5,000 people from business, the public sector, 
academia and the community. With investment in this cluster we will harness our trusted existing 
partnerships across the public sector to create the foundation for a unique data-driven regional economy 
operating at a significant scale. Beyond the immediate opportunities for public sector efficiencies and 
reform, this will afford a substantial opportunity for industry to build on the already impressive technology 
and financial services clusters in the City Region.

12 Economic analysis undertaken by BiGGAR Economics, see Appendix 1
13 Information provided by company. http://www.amazondc.com/
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1. Introduction 
The City Region Consortium is delighted 
to provide this Science & Innovation 
Audit (SIA) for the Edinburgh and South 
East Scotland City Region (the City 
Region).

We are now entering into a period where 
the generation, collection, analysis and 
monetisation of huge volumes of data 
underpins the Digital Economy, and the 
value of data comes from use in real-time, or aggregation over long periods to understand and predict 
behaviour. Whilst data has become ubiquitous the challenges for all organisations to effectively use this 
data to shape, develop and deliver innovative digital propositions to consumers and citizens has never 
been greater.  This is what we call Data Driven Innovation (DDI).

As an example, one the world’s major engineering companies, General Electric (GE) is well known for 
aircraft engines, large-scale industrial equipment such as nuclear reactors, and consumer products such 
as lighting. Today, few people would perceive GE as a leading-edge information company. Yet the CEO of 
GE stated:

“ If you went to bed last night as an industrial company, you're going to wake up this morning as a 
software and analytics company.” Jeff Immelt, CEO, GE 

This statement is simple yet far-reaching – GE is now becoming a 124 year-old DDI start-up. As its core 
business asset, data & information will transform the way that GE creates value, will inform the choice of 
markets it competes in, and will drive fundamental change in the way that it operates as a global business. 
What applies to GE will, in time, apply to organisations irrespective of sector and scale both across the 
world and within our local region. 

The importance of data has been recognised by the Scottish Government14 which states:

“ Our objective is to champion, and unleash across Scotland, trustworthy uses of data for public benefit. 
In doing so we wish all involved to maintain and enhance Scotland’s reputation for the safe, secure 
and transparent use of data; rapidly translating our strengths into benefits for citizens, businesses and 
communities, locally and globally.”  Scottish Government Data Management Board

1.1 Our Vision for 2025-35
Following a decade (from 2016) of focussed development in its digital cluster and underpinning data 
science asset base, the Edinburgh City Region has become an international leader in digital technologies. 
Industry leaders across a host of sectors acknowledge that Edinburgh is home to the UK and Europe’s 
leading cluster for companies specialising in powering services with data analytics. The cluster is multi-
faceted, spanning a wide range of industry sectors and public services. The vibrant start-up culture 
that has been established for over 20 years has been complemented by new leadership development 
and talent attraction programmes which have removed the barriers to scaling start-ups. Growth capital, 
attracted by the focus on high-value data analytics, has removed the final barrier to company scale-up 
and has had wider benefits to the technology ecosystem in the region. The sustained, unrelenting focus on 
data-driven innovation has delivered 50,000 new jobs and an annual GVA improvement in excess of £750 
million in 203515.

14 Scottish Government Data Management Board ‘A Data Vision for Scotland’, April 2014
15 Economic analysis undertaken by BiGGAR Economics, see Appendix 1 
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Our citizens and visitors understand the benefits of this valuable industry first hand, and actively promote 
and engage with it through digital services supported by a high density Internet of Things (IoT) network.

Investments in education and training focussed on data science over the past decade have been 
significant. The recognition of Edinburgh as the data capital of Europe has led to strong demand for 
education and training from the existing digital workforce, and Generation Z attracting the brightest and 
best students and innovators. All regional HEI’s and further education institutions offer data science 
and digital content courses to every student, creating a broad funnel for skills & talent resulting in a 
world-class digital workforce at all levels. Courses are strongly tilted towards practical experience 
and innovation, giving students access to “big data” environments combining the best analytical 
technologies available with world class data created across sectors such as financial services and 
healthcare. Research and practice-led teaching, learning analytics, and multi-disciplinary team-based 
projects, combined with access to real data, have transformed the quality and scale of educational 
delivery. Companies report that recruitment of digital and leadership skills has been made easier with 
improvements in graduate employability and workforce productivity. 

Close collaboration between academia, industry and government has become the new norm. Investments 
to increase the capacity of the innovation channel between universities, innovation centres and industry/
government with high quality talent has catalysed increases in investments in R&D and IT infrastructure 
across a broad range of sectors. The wider business base has wholeheartedly adopted digital technology; 
trading via online industry platforms, fostering internationally competitive IT services, embracing 
ecommerce and the software supply base. The Scottish Government and Local Authorities have embraced 
digital technology, providing pragmatic leadership with regard to stewardship of data assets and 
increasing investment in world-class online services for businesses and citizens. 

Scotland has emerged as an advanced and flourishing digital society. Exploitation of data analytics has 
improved the health of citizens through personalised health planning, and individuals with long term 
conditions have access to tailored treatment regimes. Early investments in IoT infrastructure, data and 
interpretation have contributed significantly to effective development and operation of critical national 
infrastructure including a sustainable energy network, intelligent transportation networks, and much 
improved power management systems for offices, shops and work premises. 

The Smart Cities agenda to greatly reduce carbon emissions is being delivered through mobility services 
which exploit our increasingly joined up transport system.
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1.2 The SIA Process
In undertaking the audit, we have tested four key hypotheses relating to the existing and emerging science 
and innovation ecosystem. The resulting analysis underpins the identified opportunities and investment 
proposals presented in this report.

The following approach has been adopted to test these hypotheses:

•  a landscape analysis of emerging data science strengths in the City Region including assessment of 
levers for driving increased productivity

•  an assessment of how data driven research activity can be translated into innovation in successive 
sectors.

To ensure that we have been able to deliver the best-possible insights across these different areas, the 
audit has been undertaken by the following Consortium partners that represent a broad range of private, 
public and third sector organisations:

To facilitate subsequent decision-making across government and other stakeholders, the report follows 
the structure as identified in the Science & Innovation Audits inception report16.

H1: Primacy of Talent
Universities produce 
ideas, talent and disruptive 
innovations. However, the 
main reason that innovative 
companies locate and remain 
in the region is the access to 
highly trained & motivated 
talent

H4: Disruptivness  
of Data
New algorithms and new 
data resources can be seen 
to create new markets and 
value systems with extensive 
geographical reach, in areas 
such as healthcare, finance and 
the public sector

H2: Attraction of 
Entrepreneurship
Talented students are 
attracted to the region 
because of perceptions 
of both employability and 
entrepreneurial opportunities

H3: Effect of Research 
Infrastructure
For an emerging field such as 
DDI, both physical & highly 
visible facilities (e.g. new 
building) and less visible 
facilities (e.g. big data services) 
generate economic value

16 Technopolis Group ‘Science & Innovation Audits: Draft inception report for the Consortia’, Version 1.3, April 2016
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Proportion of global 
businesses reporting 

productivity as main reason 
for analytics adoption

Source: KPMG

47%
Volume of data storage 

shipped annually by 2016 

Source: IDC

90,000  
Petabytes

Drones cost per unit: 
2007: $100k 
2013: $700

3D printing cost averages for 
equivalent functionality: 

2007: $40k 
2014: $100

Industrial robots: 
2007: $550k 
2014: $20k

Source: World Economic Forum

Costs for DNA sequencing: 
2000: $2.7bn 
2007: $10mn 
2014: $0.16

Sensors (3D lidar): 
2009: $30k 
2014: $80

Cost of smartphone model 
with similar specifications: 

2007: $499 
2015: $10

The Falling Cost of Digital Technologies

2. Global Market Forces 

97%
Proportion of all consumers 

searching for local  
business online

Source: SocialTimes

Global B2B e-commerce 
market by 2020

Source: Forrester Research

$1 
Trillion

Increase in power  
of world’s no 1  
supercomputer  

since 2000

Source: www.top500.org

x40,000

Facebook video views

Source: Mary Meeker,  
KPCB Internet Trends

4 
Billion per day
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Economic development activity in the City Region must be viewed in the 
context of the accelerating role of the global Digital Economy and an 
insatiable appetite to convert data into valuable business insights. Digital 
ecosystems are transforming globally, and the City Region needs to 
capitalise on its current successes and position itself as a leading digital 
cluster in Europe. Other capital cities and major digital hubs are competing 
to attract the talent and capital to grow their economies. Concerted action 
and investment now will enable the growth of our nascent digital economy 
and capture sustainable economic value for the region.

The nature of the digital economy is rapidly evolving from one driven by investments in digital network 
infrastructure to one that exploits digital connectivity and storage to collect, aggregate, correlate and 
interpret data into information that improves lives and enables organisations to operate more efficiently. 
The winners in the next wave of the digital economy will be those that use their mastery of their data 
assets to deliver new information-led services that engage citizens and consumers. These organisations 
will attract further investment and drive regional economic value.

Accelerating market demand for data-driven innovation brings challenging new requirements for scientific 
research and innovation in a broad range of industry sectors across our regional economy. In such a fast 
moving, globally competitive market, a critical assessment is required of how we will produce the volume, 
variety and quality in our talent and skills base at the required velocity to remain competitive.

In order to ensure that we are best positioned to build a sustainable position in this rapidly evolving sector 
we can:

• grow the net in-flow of world-class DDI talent into the City Region

• maintain the world-class data science infrastructure for research and teaching

• enhance the DDI adoption capacity of public & private sector organisations.

2.1  An Accelerating Data Market is Driving Technological  
Innovation Globally

The economic implications of data and digital technology will be far-reaching

We have already witnessed huge transformations, wrought by the Internet, in the way we live our daily 
lives and how business is conducted. In 2014, the UK had the highest percentage of individual usage of 
the Internet of any G7 economy at over 90%17. Analysis suggests that 80% of all heart disease, stroke and 
diabetes can be prevented18. All Internet activity is based on data, which is the lifeblood of the Digital 
Economy. It is the innovative use of this data, that is the primary focus on this report. 

In less than a decade, most economic activity will depend on digital ecosystems that intelligently and 
efficiently integrate data, applications, software, hardware and digital infrastructures. These ecosystems 
will exploit new forms of data generation and consumption that are constantly evolving including drones, 
robots, sensors, 3D printers and smartphones. Such devices will all connect to the Internet of Things (IoT), 
and Intel forecasts that, by 2020, there will be 200 billion IoT devices19.

17  House of Commons ‘The Digital Economy’, Second Report of Session 2016–17, July 2016
18  Source: World Health Organisation
19   Intel ‘A Guide to the Internet of Things’, accessed August 2016 

http://www.intel.co.uk/content/www/uk/en/Internet-of-things/infographics/guide-to-iot.html
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The integration of digital technology by businesses is immature, and raises a concern about long-term 
competitiveness. Across the EU, only 1.7% of enterprises make full use of advanced digital technologies, 
while 41% do not use them at all20. 

As a recent House of Lords report21 notes “the impact of new digital technology is all encompassing – from 
public transport to agriculture and from household goods to financial services”. The House of Lords report 
goes on to state that “there is a real concern that the UK will be left behind in this new digital era; we are 
at a tipping point”.

In the Digital Economy our digital companies need to keep their technology fresh and sharp to compete. 
For example, industry experts estimate that 50% of Internet search queries will be based on image or 
speech technologies by 202022 and Facebook processes over 500 Tbytes of clickstream data, 50 times 
the volume of printed matter in the US Library of Congress, per day23. Digital capability is also playing an 
increased role in securing talent - the MIT Sloan School of Management reports24 that 78% of employees 
say that it is very important to work for a digitally enabled company or a digital leader. 

Connectivity is now a given in the digital economy

The Shakespeare review in 201325 concluded that the value generated by the first wave of the digital 
revolution came from ‘connectivity’. The Internet, driven by technology commoditisation, smart phone 
globalisation and soaring consumption of digital content through apps will continue to underpin the digital 
economy. Now, 49% of the global population has Internet access26, 73% has a mobile phone27, and the 
average Internet user spends nearly two hours per day on social networks28.

This has propelled demand for huge amounts of data storage infrastructure. Technology breakthroughs 
have enabled the costs of data storage to fall by 20% annually over the past five years29 and this has been 
accompanied by a six-fold increase in the volume of data created30. The importance of these trends in 
driving the Digital Economy, and particularly DDI, cannot be overstated.

The winners in the next wave of the digital economy will have mastery over data

The Shakespeare Review predicted, in agreement with other industry experts31, that a new wave of 
economic and societal value will be generated by the “capacity to process and learn from data” and 
furthermore that public sector information is the foundation on which the UK should build. The successful 
realisation of this value relies on our ability to collate, store, interpret and apply insights from the huge 
(and ever growing) data universe to create compelling products and experiences for connected citizens 
and consumers across the UK and the globe.

Data has traditionally held an intrinsic value in science, research and business based on its scarcity and 
uniqueness. We are now moving towards a new scenario in which the value of data lies in its ubiquity, 
volume, timeliness and velocity. The value of data in this scenario may not always be immediately 
apparent, and data may need to be collected, aggregated and integrated with other data sources; and 
analysed in order that consumer behaviour and preferences, or other forms of scientific, societal or 
commercial value, can be inferred and acted upon.

20  European Commission ‘A Digital Single Market Strategy for Europe’, May 2015
21  House of Lords ‘Make or Break: The UK’s Digital Future’, February 2015
22  Meeker, M. ‘Internet Trends 2016’, June 2016
23  MongoDB ‘Top 5 Considerations When Evaluating No SQL Databases’, June 2016
24  MIT Sloan School of Management ‘Is your business ready for a Digital Future?’, June 2015
25  Shakespeare Review ‘An Independent Review of Public Sector Information’, May 2013 
26  Source: Internet World Stats, June 2016

27  GSM Association ‘The Mobile Economy’, 2016
28  Global Web Index, GWI Social Report 2015
29  Meeker, M. ‘Internet Trends 2016’, June 2016
30  ibid
31   Shakespeare ‘An Independent Review of Public Sector 

Information’, May 2013
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This activity is driving a vibrant and rapidly developing market globally with many players emerging 
(see Figure 1 overleaf) as companies deliver a range of solutions that strive to address the significant 
challenges to be overcome. Handling the volume and variety of rapidly evolving datasets and interpreting 
analysis results into valuable, actionable insights requires multi-disciplinary collaboration across a team 
of experts to deliver success. This has already resulted in a new wave of analytical technologies targeted 
at making data-driven innovation easier and increasing the productivity of the digital workforce as a 
result. It is therefore essential that our workforce is both aware of, and competent in, the use of these 
technologies if we are to remain competitive.

Analyst sentiment towards the sector is positive

Inevitably, such a market opportunity leads to substantial global competition and substantial forecasts for 
market growth. For example, the global market for big data products and services is forecast to grow to 
over $60 billion in 2020 and $80 billion in 2025 – up from $33 billion in 201532.

The accelerating market brings new opportunities for universities to work with the private and public 
sectors to undertake data-driven innovation

The Alan Turing Institute (ATI), the UK’s national centre for data science33, has recently concluded a future 
scanning activity that identifies key areas of enquiry in the area of data science34, the results of which 
are summarised in Table 1 overleaf. The ATI’s scanning activity necessarily focuses on a small number of 
areas. For example, opportunities in Health & Biomedicine are much broader than just the application of 
imaging data.

The University of Edinburgh has access to a vast collection of medical research and clinical data from five 
Medical Research Council centres, two British Heart Foundation centres of excellence, a CRUK cancer 
centre, an Asthma UK centre and the College of Medicine and Veterinary Medicine. By integrating these 
datasets with administrative data, for example prescribing data and episodic outcome data, we can not 
only improve health and care for patients but also drive efficiency and cost savings within the NHS.

The Alan Turing Institute is not unique in having convened workshops around “big data”, for example the 
Royal Academy of Engineering published a similar review in 201535. Analysis of these reports highlights 
a common theme, namely that successful delivery requires flexible, multi-disciplinary effort from teams 
drawing on disciplines such as the mathematical sciences, the computing sciences, engineering, the 
social sciences, and domain expertise from multiple industries and public sector organisations. 

“ The most powerful examples I have seen of the use and benefits of big data and data analytics are 
when you get the right group of teams together to address specific problems”

Dr. Angela Strank, Chief Scientist, BP 

This suggests that the ideal profile of a data science institution is one that possesses strong, diverse 
thematic research bases, leadership in large-scale computing and informatics, and a track record in 
innovation and entrepreneurship. 

32  Wikibon ‘2016 – 2026 Worldwide Big Data Market Forecast’, March 2016
33    Founded in 2015 as a joint venture by the universities of Cambridge, Edinburgh, Oxford, University College London and Warwick, 

and the UK Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council.
34  The Alan Turing Institute Scoping Programme
35    Royal Academy of Engineering ‘Connecting data, driving productivity and innovation’, November 2015
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Figure 1:  The Big Data Landscape 2016 [Source: Firstmark Capital]
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36 McKinsey ‘Big data: The next frontier for innovation, competition, and productivity’, May 2011

We are not unique in our desire to establish a world-class DDI capability

Almost 30 high-impact data science research initiatives led by academia have been identified by the ATI 
as part of its landscape analysis, and are mapped out by location in Figure 2 below. Whilst this provides 
a significant part of the overall picture, it is acknowledged that other major initiatives will continue to 
emerge. Looking beyond individual initiatives, clusters of data science excellence are already emerging in 
a number of regions including California, New York State, Massachusetts, Germany, Shanghai and Beijing. 
This number will inevitably increase as global awareness of the critical importance of DDI is turned into 
action.

Figure 2:  Global data science initiatives [Source: Alan Turing Institute]
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2.2  We Must Establish a Leading Position as the Global DDI  
Market Evolves

The preceding discussion puts the critical importance of our industry and university data science 
activity under the spotlight. In particular, in such a fast moving and globally competitive market, a critical 
assessment is required of how we will produce the talent & skills base - and provide access to high-value 
datasets - at the required speed to meet the requirements of our local digital cluster. This is not new, nor is 
it unique to our local area or indeed the UK. For example, McKinsey predicted a global skills crisis in data 
science in 201136. In the context of a rapidly evolving global digital industry we must identify ways in which 
to grow the inward flow of world class academic, industrial and commercial data science talent into the 
City Region in the face of competition from other digital clusters and the withdrawal of the UK from the 
European Union.

Given that a tiny proportion of enterprises currently make full use of advanced digital technologies, we 
see a major gap in innovation capacity that is running in parallel with the skills & talent challenge. The 
ability to increase the digital maturity of our business base will be a fundamental determinant of our 
economic competitiveness in the future, and we must take action now to stimulate DDI adoption by both 
our business base and the wider community.

“ If we can digitise the other 50% of SME's, we can drive the productivity of the UK economy... It is a 
massive prize.”  Anthony Walker, Deputy CEO, techUK
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37 Information provided by company. https://www.skyscanner.net/ 
38 Information provided by company. https://www.fanduel.co.uk/

The field of DDI will continue to grow and evolve both from a market and technological perspective. In a 
globally connected world the competitive advantages that our organisations may possess can be reduced 
or eliminated by global companies with the capital and expertise to offer higher-value service propositions 
delivered via more efficient operating approaches. By strengthening a world-class infrastructure for data 
science research and teaching we will help to enhance our current position in DDI commercialisation. 

2.3 Actions to Establish a Sustainable Market Position
Table 2 below describes a set of actions, aligned to our key hypotheses, intended to enable the City Region 
to achieve a sustainable position within a global environment fraught with challenge. In so doing we 
have a raft of advantages and local strengths that we can build upon. These advantages, strengths and 
challenges are amplified in more detail in subsequent sections of this report.

Table 2  Actions to establish the position of our DDI cluster [Source: Audit Consortium]

HYPOTHESIS AREA EMERGING THEME EXAMPLE ACTIVITIES NEXT STEPS

H1: Primacy of Talent Grow net in-flow of world-
class DDI talent into the 
City Region

Promote the City Region in 
as a premier work location 
for data science talent

Identify key challenges to 
increasing the flow of DS 
talent into the Region

H3: Effect or Research 
Infrastructure

Strengthen world-
class data science 
infrastructure for research 
and teaching

Apply leading edge 
analytical tools and 
platforms as part of our 
research infrastructure

Identify areas of possible 
enhancement in the City 
Region DDI research 
infrastructure

H4: Disruptiveness of Data Enhance DDI adoption 
capacity of public 
& private sector 
organisations

Increase number, and 
capacity, of sector-
specific DDI communities 
and initiatives

Identify gaps in support 
for organisations in our 
key sectors seeking to 
enhance their digital 
capability

Headquartered in Edinburgh, Skyscanner is a 
leading global travel planning and booking site used 
by 50 million people per month. Founded in 2003, 
Skyscanner now employs over 800 staff and its 
products are now available in over 30 languages and 
70 currencies37.

" Skyscanner customers demand that we act locally. 
Our 400-strong Edinburgh team is, and will continue 
to be, a core hub for the company as we add data 
products for our consumers and the global flights 
industry."           Alistair Hann, Technical Fellow

FanDuel is an online fantasy sports game and the 
largest daily fantasy sports company. Launched in 
2009, FanDuel has raised $363 million funding and now 
employs over 400 staff across 5 offices in Scotland 
and the US38.

" The birth and explosive growth of FanDuel would 
not have been possible without early-stage support 
from the University of Edinburgh, Scottish Enterprise 
and Pentech Ventures coupled with the wealth of 
tech talent available in Scotland.  We have recently 
launched our first ever product outside of North 
America - one-day fantasy football here in the UK 
and are continuing to develop our offerings and 
scale the business."  Lesley Eccles, Co-Founder
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Proportion of companies in 
Edinburgh classed as digital

Source: Tech City/Nesta

18%

UK Quality of Life ranking 
of City of Edinburgh

Source: uswitch.com

1st
Rate of GVA growth of 
Edinburgh Tech Cluster 
compared to Cambridge

Source: Tech City, Nesta, Audit Consortium

x4.8

City Region GVA as a 
proportion of UK average

Source: City of Edinburgh Council

93%

How much bigger the  
Digital Economy is than  

official estimates

Source: House of Lords

x2
Population of the  

City Region

Source: ONS

1.3
million

Average annual growth  
rate in Scottish ICT  
exports since 2010

Source: ScotlandIS

7.7%

World ranking of Edinburgh  
for Conferences

Source: International Congress  
and Convention Association

31

Annual Edinburgh  
International  

Festivals attendances

Source: Edinburgh Festivals

4.5
million

Proportion of digital  
companies citing talent 

shortages as a key issue

Source: Tech City/Nesta

48%
Official size of UK Digital 

Economy GVA 2011

Source: House of Lords

£105
billion

Working Age graduate 
population in City Region

Source: City of Edinburgh Council

400,000

3. The City Region
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We can maximise the economic impact of DDI for the City Region by 
building on Edinburgh’s status as a leading UK DDI hotspot. We must seek to 
increase the digital maturity of our organisations by increasing awareness 
& inspiration, enabling innovation & creation and facilitating implementation 
& scaling as the needs of our organisations demand.

Whilst each of the areas that comprise the City Region exhibits unique economic characteristics, the 
impact of DDI will be felt across them all in myriad ways, many of which cannot yet be foreseen.

DDI is a key enabler of the future prosperity of our local economy. Overlooking or ignoring this opportunity 
is simply not an option. Instead we must set a challenging vision for the future of DDI in the City Region. 
With the necessary funding, leadership and co-ordination of our efforts, Edinburgh has the opportunity to 
become a world-class centre of excellence for the collation, analysis and use of information both for the 
City Region and Scotland as a whole. 

To achieve this, we can:

• establish City Region as the top European location to pursue a rich and rewarding DDI career

• scale up mechanisms to support entrepreneurs through all stages of company development

• raise DDI service adoption by local businesses and the wider citizen base.

3.1  The City Region Exhibits a Diverse Economy
The workforce in the City Region is substantial and highly educated

The City Region spans a large and varied geographical area and comprises six local authorities – East 
Lothian, the City of Edinburgh, Fife, Midlothian, Scottish Borders and West Lothian. 1.35 million people live 
in the City Region, and this is forecast to increase to over 1.5 million by 203039. 

Historically, the rate of unemployment in the City Region is lower than the UK and Scottish averages40. As 
shown in Figure 3 below, the population is well educated; 47.5% of its working age population have been 
educated to NVQ4 level and above, compared to an average of 42.5% for the whole of Scotland. A further 
key strength is that 400,000 working age graduates live in the City Region41, representing one of the biggest 
concentrations of talent in the UK.

Despite this, significant pockets of deprivation exist across the City Region. In Fife, 19% of neighbourhoods 
fall within the 20% most deprived neighbourhoods in Scotland, whilst the figures for West Lothian and 
Edinburgh are 16% and 14% respectively42.
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Figure 3:   Percentage of working age (16-64) population educated to NVQ4+ level by area, 2015 
[Source: Annual Population Survey]

39  National Records for Scotland mid-year Estimates (2015), and population projections (2012-based)
40 Source: Skills Development Scotland
41 Source: Audit Consortium
42 Source: Scottish Index of Multiple Deprivation 2016
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The City Region supports a number of key sectors that vary by area including financial services, 
production, distribution, transport and public services

The City Region economy generates a GVA of £32 billion per annum and comprises 26% of the total 
Scottish economy43. The City of Edinburgh accounts for 54% of total City Region GVA44. Over the period 
from 2014 to 2025, the City of Edinburgh, Midlothian and West Lothian are forecast to exhibit the strongest 
long-term levels of economic growth within the City Region as shown in Table 3 below.

The composition of the local economy varies significantly across the different areas as shown in Figure 4 
below. Key areas of activity can be summarised as follows:

• Financial and insurance services in the City of Edinburgh account for 24% of GVA

• Production is the dominant activity in Fife accounting for 26% of GVA

•  Public administration is the largest single sector in East Lothian and Midlothian (21%) and the Scottish 
Borders (24%)

• The largest sector in West Lothian is distribution, transport, accommodation and food

• Agriculture, forestry and fishing (6%) remains an important sector in the Scottish Borders

DDI opportunities cut across all these sectors.

“ There is a disparity between the availability of technology and the adoption of technology by 
businesses, with the UK ranking 5th out of 140 on the availability of technology, but only 14th out  
of 140 for the adoption of technology at the company level.”  Embracing Digital in Every Sector, CBI 

The City of Edinburgh acts as a gateway for international and domestic tourists to the wider region and to 
Scotland as a whole. In 2015 the various city festivals attracted over 4.5 million attendances by 1 million 
attendees, generating £313 million for the Scottish economy45. Some 52,000 people are employed in that 
sector across the City Region, 30,000 of whom work in the City of Edinburgh.

43  Office for National Statics – GVA by local authority (2014)
44 ibid
45 BOP Consulting ‘Edinburgh Festivals 2015 Impact Study’, July 2016

Clackmannanshire 
and Fife

East Lothian 
and MidlothianScottish Borders West Lothian City of Edinburgh

Agriculture, forestry and fishing

Production

Construction

Distribution; transport; accommodation and food

Information and communication

Financial and insurance activities

Real estate activities

Business service activities

Public administration; education; health

Other services and household activities

Figure 4:  Industry share of GVA by area, 2014 [Source: ONS]

Table 3  Index of GVA for areas in the City Region, 2025 (2000=100) [Source: Oxford Economics]

CITY OF 
EDINBURGH MIDLOTHIAN WEST 

LOTHIAN
EAST 

LOTHIAN FIFE SCOTTISH 
BORDERS

GVA Index 196 190 164 149 147 142
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Productivity remains a major challenge

There is significant scope to improve productivity across the City Region. Whilst productivity (measured 
as GVA per employee) in the City of Edinburgh is broadly in line with the UK average, the City Region as a 
whole lags the UK by 7%46. There is considerable variation across the region with Edinburgh lagging UK 
GVA by 1%47 whilst West Lothian lags by 18%48.

In this context it is important to note the potential offered by increased R&D activity. As noted in the 
Dowling Report:

" Investing in R&D offers the prospect of a range of benefits to businesses. Firms with persistently higher 
levels of R&D investment have, on average, 13 per cent higher productivity than those with no R&D 
spending. Innovative firms are also more likely to be active exporters and achieve better value added 
per employee. Firms which are more ‘innovation intensive’ exhibit faster growth, and it has been 
estimated that 51 per cent of labour productivity growth between 2000 and 2008 could be attributed to 
innovation.”  Dowling Committee, ‘The Dowling Review of Business-University Research Collaborations’

46 Source: Audit Consortium
47 ibid
48 ibid

3.2  Edinburgh as a Digital Hub
Edinburgh is a leading UK digital hotspot

The digital sector in the City Region has critical mass, and this is concentrated most particularly in the City 
of Edinburgh as shown in Table 4 below.

The proportion of digital jobs in the City Region is significantly higher than for Scotland as a whole and is 
broadly similar to the UK average. However, the proportion varies significantly between areas. Whilst 8.5% 
of jobs are digital in the City of Edinburgh, only 2.3% of jobs are digital across the other areas. This implies 
that digital adoption by SME's represents a huge opportunity for economic growth in the City Region.

There is considerable scope to grow the scale of this cluster. Figure 5 below uses information provided 
in the TechNation 2016 report to profile the relative size of the various UK digital clusters by the relative 
density of digital businesses (i.e. location quotient) and digital employees. The performance of clusters 
with a similar population (Bristol and Manchester), shows that adding 50,000 new jobs in the next decade 
is eminently achievable.

Table 4:  Digital Jobs in the City Region and Scotland, 2014 [Source: Tech City, Nesta, Audit Consortium]

CITY 
REGION

CITY OF 
EDINBURGH

OTHER 
AREAS 
IN CITY 
REGION

SCOTLAND UK

Digital Economy 
Jobs, 2014

31,000 21,300 9,700 101,400 1,560,000

Proportion of Digital 
Jobs in Economy

4.7% 8.5% 2.3% 4.0% 4.6%
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Whilst quantitative information at the appropriate level of granularity is sparse49, we have attempted to 
profile the distribution of digital employment by sector through analysis of available information and Audit 
Consortium expert discussion. As a result, we estimate that the majority of digital jobs in the City Region 
are found in the financial services and public sectors. This is consistent with the pattern of digital jobs for 
the UK as a whole50.

Digital technologies represent both an opportunity and threat to City Region jobs

Whilst the direct impact of digital may create substantial economic benefits for the City Region, jobs and 
output across our key sectors are also at risk. Some economists51 see below, take a very pessimistic view 
in which ‘skilled artisan’ vocations, such as accountancy, are displaced by machine intelligence. Applying 
Bank of England analysis of jobs at risk from automation52 to the City Region, as many as 275,000 (45%) of 
jobs could be affected, with the greatest impact being seen in the public sector, financial services, hotels 
and distribution and manufacturing. Figure 6 below illustrates the relative importance of different sectors 
in the City Region, and the number of jobs at risk, in the long term, through machine automation. The size 
of each bubble denotes the relative number of jobs at risk within a sector.

49  Neither the Audit Consortium or Technopolis have been able to source the required data. We recommend that BEIS consider how this can be 
resolved as it will become an increasingly important key performance indicator as the adoption of digital technology becomes increasingly 
prevalent.

50 Tech City UK, Nesta ‘Tech Nation 2016’, February 2016 
51 See for example Frey and Osborne ‘The Future of Employment: How Susceptible Are Jobs to Computerisation?’, 2013
52 ‘Labour’s Share’, Speech given by Andrew G Haldane, Chief Economist, Bank of England, November 2015
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Whether digital technologies result in a net increase in employment or lead to fundamental labour market 
changes, it is clear that actions must be taken now in order to best position the City Region in the face of 
impending digital disruption.

We have the opportunity to apply our DDI and digital skills more broadly

We have the opportunity to apply digital skills and capabilities more widely to increase the digital maturity 
of the local company base. As can be seen in Table 5 below, the digital maturity in the City of Edinburgh is 
considerably higher than the Scottish average:

•  The combined proportion of Disconnected Doubters and Tentative Techies in Edinburgh (30%) is 
significantly lower than the Scottish average of 51%

•  Whilst 3.2% of Scotland’s company base is either a Digital Champion or Digital Pioneer, the share of 
such businesses in the City of Edinburgh is 7.3%.

Table 5:   Digital maturity of businesses in Scotland, the City Region and Edinburgh [Source: Digital Scotland ‘Digital Economy 
Business Survey’ http://www.gov.scot/Topics/Economy/digital/digitaleconomy/businesssurvey-2014 Further analysis 
performed by SIA Consortia.]

SEGMENT SCOTTISH 
PROPORTION

CITY REGION 
PROPORTION

EDINBURGH 
PROPORTION OPPORTUNITIES

Disconnected Doubters 
(See no need for online or digital)

13% 10% 7% Attitude change

Basic Browsers 
(Believe Digital is not important)

38% 33% 23% Increase benefit 
awareness

Tentative Techies 
(Not aware of full potential of digital)

30% 32% 42% Develop digital 
strategy

Enthusiastic Explorers 
(Believe Digital is very important)

15% 20% 23% Build on desire to 
digitise

Digital Champions 
(Use Digital widely)

3% 6% 7% Scale up digital 
capabilities

Digital Pioneers 
(Use digital extensively)

0.2% 0.2% 0.3% Deepen skills and 
extend usage

With over 48,000 businesses in the region53, much work still needs to be done to increase the digital 
maturity of our business base. A one-size-fits-all approach will not be applicable given the different levels 
of maturity that are apparent:

•  further reduce the number of Disconnected Doubters and Basic Browsers (almost 21,000 City Region 
businesses) by increasing digital awareness and inspiration

•  help more organisations transform from Tentative Techies to Enthusiastic Explorers (over 25,000 
businesses) by helping them to develop actionable digital strategies that enable innovation and 
creativity

•  increase the number of Digital Champions and Digital Pioneers (almost 3,000 businesses) by helping 
both Enthusiastic Explorers and pure-play DDI start-ups to implement and scale their strategic plans.

53 Skills Development Scotland ‘Edinburgh and South East Scotland City Deal Economic Indicators’, 2015
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3.3  We Must Exploit Edinburgh’s Status as a Pioneering Digital Hub
We recognise that digital technology is enabling the emergence of new industry sectors and is driving 
profound structural changes across all sectors, including those of key importance to the City Region. 
This is equally true for our large corporate organisations that shape industry value chains, for our base of 
SME’s that act as suppliers within these value chains, and also for our major public institutions. In short, 
there is nowhere to hide, and the future of our economy demands that we become much more DDI-led 
than has ever been the case before.

Properly harnessed, digital and DDI will allow our company base to improve their relevance and 
competitiveness to their target customers. However, these changes also represent an opportunity for 
competitors to erode our competitive position. Whether in responding to emerging opportunities or 
reacting to competitive threats, our organisations must digitally re-shape their business models and grow 
the broad digital skill-set upon which these business models are based.

Currently, this is happening most prominently in Edinburgh and this is reflected in its status as a major UK 
hub. However, we need to drive yet greater levels of digital adoption both within the city and beyond. It is 
therefore imperative that, as a region, we learn from the experience of businesses that are going digital in 
the City of Edinburgh and apply these learnings much more broadly, and deeply, across the City Region as 
a whole.

Whilst a lack of funds and skills are identified as key issues for all segments, it is important to note that the 
required skills and funds will vary for different levels of maturity as shown in Table 7 below.

Table 7:  Skills and funding requirements by stage of digital maturity [Source: Audit Consortium]

SKILLS REQUIREMENT FUNDING REQUIREMENT

Disconnected Doubters  
and Basic Browsers

Senior management 
understanding of information 
and its business implications

Small: Training, awareness and 
planning expenditure

Tentative Techies to 
Enthusiastic Explorers

Broad management 
understanding of impact

Experienced data technologists 
to shape projects and pilots

Medium: Training, ring-fenced  
human and finance project 
resource

Digital Champions and 
Digital Pioneers

Cross business understanding of 
impact

Business intelligence teams as 
part of day-day operations

High: Dedicated human and 
finance operational resource 

Table 6:  Barriers to increasing digital maturity [Source: Scottish Government]

DISCONNECTED DOUBTERS  
AND BASIC BROWSERS

TENTATIVE TECHIES AND  
ENTHUSIASTIC EXPLORERS

• Lack of funds

• Lack of skills 

• No need

• No business case

• Lack of funds

• Lack of skills 

• Lack of time available to devote to digital 
business change activities

As illustrated in Table 6 below, organisations will need to overcome a range of challenges in order to 
increase their level of digital maturity. 
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3.4 Building our Digital Capability
Table 8 below describes a set of actions, aligned to our key hypotheses, intended to build upon the existing 
digital capability in the City Region and thereby drive economic growth.

Table 8:  Activities to build on the region’s existing digital capability [Source: Audit Consortium]

HYPOTHESIS AREA EMERGING THEME EXAMPLE ACTIVITIES NEXT STEPS

H1: Primacy of Talent Establish City Region as 
the top European location 
to pursue a rich and 
rewarding DDI career

Create value proposition 
for City Region as the 
prominent location in 
Europe to progress a DDI 
career

Identify strengths and 
weaknesses of competing 
emerging clusters

H3: Attraction of 
Entrepreneurship

Scale up mechanisms to 
support entrepreneurs 
through all stages of 
company development

Increase the capacity 
and capability of major 
entrepreneurial support 
mechanisms

Identify key challenges 
in scaling DDI adopter 
businesses that are not 
addressed by existing 
support mechanisms

H4: Disruptiveness of Data Raise DDI service 
adoption by local 
businesses and wider 
citizen base

Understand barriers to 
adoption faced by the 
local company base in our 
key growth sectors

Devise plan to increase 
digital adoption by local 
businesses

As part of a strategic data science partnership with 
the Alan Turing Institute, Intel has established a 
processor design team in Edinburgh to feed new 
algorithms developed by the Institute into the design 
of future microprocessors54.

" By establishing a team in Edinburgh, and 
collaborating with the Turing Institute, we will 
be able to access to ground-breaking technology 
insights that will power future product designs." 

Rod O’Shea. Intel EMEA Sales & Marketing Director

RBS is a UK-based banking and financial services 
company, headquartered in Edinburgh. RBS provides 
a wide range of products and services to personal, 
commercial and large corporate and institutional 
customers through its two main subsidiaries, The 
Royal Bank of Scotland and NatWest, as well as 
through a number of other well-known brands 
including Ulster Bank and Coutts55.

" Being a data driven organisation brings significant 
opportunities that we are starting to utilise at 
scale. Presently, our options on recruitment of new 
talent with a relevant breadth and depth of skills 
in Scotland is fairly narrow. Therefore developing 
a world class regional capability in data analytics 
would be a fundamental step forward towards 
meeting our ambitions in this business critical 
area."  Mark Calderhead, Head of Personal and 
Business Banking Analytics

54 Information provided by company. http://www.intel.co.uk/content/www/uk/en/homepage.html
55 Information provided by company http://www.rbs.com/
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4.  Science and Innovation Talent

Graduates loyal  
to City Region

Source: UK Government Office for Science

84%

Proportion of finance 
executives believe they  

need to analyse data  
more quickly

Source: CFO Research

87%

Employers unwilling  
to interview candidates 
without basic IT skills

Source: House of Lords

72%

Growth in Salaries in 
 Edinburgh Digital Cluster  

2011-14

Source: Tech City, Nesta

26%

Proportion of companies  
that can extract meaningful 

insights from data

Source: Oxford Economics

42%

Loss in productivity due  
to poor IT resources  

or skills

Source: House of Lords

8%

UK demand for additional 
digital workers 2013-17

Source: House of Commons

745,000

Number of University  
Students in the Region

Source: Audit Consortiumn

63,000

Productivity gain of datavores 
over dataphobes

Source: CEBR

10%
UK investment in Government 

digital skills programmes

Source: House of Commons

£36 
million

Proportion of employees 
stating that it is important to 

work for a digitally leader

Source: MIT Sloan 

78%

Proportion of Scottish  
STEM students studying  

in City Region

Source: Skills Development Scotland

35%

56  uswitch.com 'Best Place to Live 2015:Edinburgh Ranks 1st', 2016 
https://www.uswitch.com/place-to-live/

57 Shakespeare Review, May 2013 

58  Scottish Government Data Management Board “A data vision for Scotland”, April 2013 
59 House of Commons “The Digital Economy”, July 2016
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The City Region has a well-established digital talent pool that forms a strong 
foundation on which to build. We must now enact a set of initiatives that 
will scale up the supply of DDI and digital talent to the point where the DDI 
ecosystem becomes self-sustaining in the face of global competition.

The City Region offers a fantastic quality of life and produces thousands of highly-capable graduates 
every year56. However, the volume that is being produced and retained is not yet sufficient to meet 
expected future regional demand for data science talent and the associated technological, commercial 
and strategic skills needed to turn good data science into compelling digital propositions.

Our opportunity is to create a virtuous circle that results in a world-class DDI ecosystem capable of 
attracting, developing and retaining a sustainable talent pool including data scientists, data engineers 
and data architects in the face of global competition. This will enable our base of companies to grow by 
routinely applying DDI in their increasingly digital business models to create compelling services and 
experiences that will be utilised both locally and globally to generate wealth in the City Region. Whilst this 
will provide the opportunities necessary to retain the talent pool it also means more generally that our 
broader business and citizen base has embraced, and is reaping, the benefits of the digital economy.

This will not happen by chance, or without intervention. We recommend:

• creating a sustainable DDI talent pool in the City Region

• growing the local pool of DDI innovators

• growing the local pool of DDI transformation professionals.

4.1  Achieving a Sustainable Supply of Talent
The Government’s Shakespeare report57 states that data and its manipulation lie at the heart of the next 
phases of the digital and data revolution. The importance of addressing critical shortages of digital and 
data skills has also been recognised by both the Scottish and UK Governments58-61. Whilst the integration 
of digital within wider businesses is immature, in an open economy the only rational approach is early 
adoption and a commitment to ensure the City Region Digital Economy benefits from, rather than is 
undermined by, the global market forces discussed in Chapter 2. McKinsey62 forecast that in the US there 
will be a shortage of talent necessary for organizations to take advantage of big data - by 2018, a shortage 
of 140,000 to 190,000 people with deep analytical skills and a further 1.5 million managers and analysts with 
the know-how to use the analysis of big data to make effective decisions. The factor of 10 between “deep 
analysts” and “managers and analysts” emphasises the need to develop both strength and depth in our 
talent & skills pipeline. Data Science training must therefore be opened up to a much wider audience to 
deliver the necessary talent & skills in our workforce. 

In the UK there is a publicly identified Digital Skills Crisis63 with an additional 740,000 digital-savvy workers 
required over the period 2013-2017. Although we are not aware of a specific survey or forecast with regard 
to big data skills in the UK or the City Region, “the big data dilemma” report from the House of Commons 
Science and Technology Committee64 is unequivocal “the digital skills gap is approaching crisis levels 
and this not only has economic implications but also puts the quality and security of this data at risk. This 
risks UK business being unable to grow the big data sector at the rate it should. In the meantime, this skills 
gap is forecast to grow exponentially as big data reaches further into the economy”. The OECD published 
a report on data-driven innovation in 201565 which contains similar sentiments to the HoC report, saying 
that “countries could be getting much more out of data analytics in terms of economic and social gains if 
governments did more to encourage investment in Big Data and promote data sharing and re-use”.

60 House of Lords “Make or Break: the UK’s Digital Future”, February 2015 
61 Scotland’s Digital Future: A Strategy for Scotland, 2011
62  McKinsey Big Data: The Next Frontier for Innovation, Competition and 

Productivity 2011

63   House of Commons Science and Technology Committee Second Report of Session 
“Digital Skills Crisis” 2016-2017

64  “The big data dilemma”, House of Commons Science & Technology Committee 2015-16
65  OECD ‘Data-driven Innovation: Big Data for Growth and Well-Being”, October 2015
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Demand for digital talent will increase significantly in the City Region over the medium to long term

Demand for digital talent is expected to grow strongly in the medium to long term. The Scottish Futures 
Trust forecasts that, as Scotland emerges as a world-leading digital hotspot, 175,000 new digital jobs 
would be created by 203066. We estimate that approximately 30%, or 50,000 of these additional jobs would 
be created in the City Region as a whole, with 37,000 of these being in Edinburgh (3,600 additional jobs per 
year). This represents a level of growth that is 2-3 times higher than for the economy as a whole. Given the 
increasing importance of information to the digital sector discussed previously, these jobs will become 
increasingly DDI-oriented.

As the size of the sector increases, staff attrition67 in the sector will also grow as a result of factors such 
as retirement, pursuit of alternative career paths and re-location. New talent will be needed to fill these 
roles, and this has a considerable effect on the volume of new talent that will be required to sustain the 
digital sector in the City Region. Combining the demand for new talent resulting from both sector growth 
(3,600 additional jobs per year) and attrition (1,550 in 2016, 4,050 by 2030), demand for new talent in the City 
Region will grow from 5,100 per annum in 2016 to 7,600 by 203068 – an increase of 46% over the period. 

Growth of the City Region digital economy will be limited by skills shortages

Today, the digital sector in the City Region can only grow if it successfully competes for suitable talent 
from other international hotspots. Organisations in the City Region are responding through wage inflation. 
Between 2011 and 2014, salaries increased by 26%69. In spite of this 47% of digital organisations in the City 
Region continue to cite a limited supply of talent as the single biggest challenge they face70. 

Whilst technical skills remain in strongest demand (74% of Scottish digital businesses), commercial and 
business support skills (69%) and project management skills (65%) are also in high demand71. As the global 
competition for digital talent intensifies and our own local demands increase, the lack of availability of 
such skills within the City Region will inevitably impact upon business competitiveness.

Currently, the largest employers of digital talent in the UK are public administration, education and 
financial services sectors72.The possible ramifications of growing digital talent demand for the public 
sector are extensive as it lacks the range of responses (e.g. wage inflation) that can be applied by 
private sector organisations. Should the public sector be unable to source talent, it may have to rely on 
outsourcing data-driven services. However, this will come at a cost including the loss of control of key 
data assets (plausibly to global companies) and the ensuing loss of economic value to the City Regional 
economy. However this could amount to a golden opportunity for the private sector, including existing and 
yet-to-emerge businesses in the City Region.

The DDI industry has historically relied upon the recruitment of graduates and experienced personnel 
from other sectors to secure new talent, with as much as 85% of talent coming from these sources73. This 
continues to be the case – 74% of Scottish digital companies will definitely, or are quite likely to, recruit 
graduates in 201674. Through their energy and insight, graduates can be important carriers of innovation. In 
light of this, employers need to recognise the role that universities play in enabling business innovation.

66  Deloitte for Scottish Futures Trust ‘The economic and social impact of enhanced digitalisation in Scotland’, July 2015
67  The analysis assumes that individuals will pursue a 20-year career in the sector on average, resulting in 5% annual attrition from the sector.
68 Audit Consortium analysis 
69  Tech City UK, Nesta ‘Tech Nation 2016’, February 2016
70 ibid
71 ScotlandIS ‘Scottish Technology Industry Survey 2016’, April 2016
72 Tech City UK, Nesta ‘Tech Nation 2016’, February 2016
73  EMC, ‘Data Science Revealed: A Data-Driven Glimpse into the Burgeoning New Field’, December 2011
74 ScotlandIS ‘Scottish Technology Industry Survey 2016’, April 2016
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“ The most important contribution Stanford makes to Silicon Valley is to replenish the intellectual pool 
every year with new graduate students” Gordon Moore, Founder of Intel

The City Region contains approximately75:

• 1,200 undergraduate students graduating in subjects related to Informatics and Computer Science

•  5,400 undergraduate students graduating in Computer Science, Science and Engineering subjects 
(includes Mathematics).

•  15,000 undergraduate students graduating in STEM and other disciplines that will become increasingly 
more data driven e.g. business studies, medicine.

Hence, the existing supply of annual computer science, science and engineering graduates in the City 
Region is insufficient to satisfy projected demand. In addition, the supply of suitably-qualified graduates 
is further diminished by migration. London attracts a significant proportion of graduates from three of 
our universities as shown in Table 9 below. Data from the 2012/2013 graduate cohort re-enforces the 
dominance of London as a graduate employer with 36% being incomers who had neither lived nor studied 
there previously76.

75  Available from Skills Development Scotland website at https://www.skillsdevelopmentscotland.co.uk/what-we-do/partnerships/regional-skills-assessments/ 
Estimate of graduates made by dividing the number of students by four (the typical length of a Scottish degree is 4 years).

76  UK Government Office for Science ‘Future of Cities: Graduate Mobility and Productivity’, March 2016
77  In addition to employment prospects, the proportion of students leaving the local area also reflects the geographic composition of the student cohort.
78  Why Edinburgh is the ultimate city to launch a tech startup, ScotlandIS http://www.scotlandis.com/news/2016/july/why-edinburgh-is-the-ultimate-city-to-

launch-a-tech-startup/

We must not to overlook the opportunity afforded by re-training and up-skilling the existing City Region 
workforce. One example of a possible talent pool is the financial services sector community, both from 
a technology and management perspective. With appropriate technology training, that builds upon the 
experience gained in managing sensitive customer information at scale within large institutions, this talent 
pool could underpin the development of a ‘FinTech’ cluster in the region, or could support the scaling up of 
digital businesses in non-financial markets.

Both public and private sector employers have a key role in increasing quantity and  quality of the talent 
pool. By keeping employees abreast of the latest technology and commercial developments, employers 
will continue to augment the skills-base available in the City Region. 

The City Region provides a supportive environment for technology entrepreneurs

The City of Edinburgh provides a very supportive environment for technology entrepreneurs, as 
summarised in Table 11 below. Edinburgh has experienced a complete tech revival over the last decade, 
and now rivals London as a prime UK location for in which to establish innovative start-ups78.

Hundreds of entrepreneurs have turned to the city to launch their products and it is now filled with 
high-growth tech start-ups such as 1PartCarbon, TVSquared and Mallzee as well as more established 
organisations like Craneware, FreeAgent and Float. Together, these companies live alongside tech 
heavyweights – Skyscanner and FanDuel – that have gained ‘unicorn’ status. 

Table 9:  Major flows of talent to London from HEI’s located in the City Region77 [Source: HESA]

INSTITUTION PROPORTION OF GRADUATES TAKING EMPLOYMENT IN LONDON

University of St. Andrews 33%

University of Edinburgh 13%

Heriot Watt 6%
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Table 10:  Characteristics of Edinburgh as a technology start-up hub location [Source: Consortium]

Community

• Extensive schedule of data-driven and tech entrepreneurship networking events
•  Multiple specialist groups engaging around e.g. Python, Mobile Apps,  

Data Science & Technology Meetup, Open Data, iVenture Tuesday
• Informatics Ventures and Codebase facilitate and connect the community
•  The Data Lab, Informatics Ventures and ScotlandIS bring together people within the digital sector 

and help promote the ecosystem

Incubators & 
Accelerators

•  University of Edinburgh (UofE) provides incubation space and support through Edinburgh Technology 
Transfer Centre (ETTC) and LAUNCH.ed - supporting 47 new ventures in 2014 (start-ups and spin-outs)

• Codebase houses over 60 start-ups in its 250,000 sq. ft. property
• Creative Exchange provides space for creative and digital innovation start-ups’
• TechCube offers collaborative co-working and hot-desking space
•  Bright Red Triangle incubators offer free business advice, mentoring and facilities to students and 

graduates
•  Entrepreneurial Spark offers free collaborative workspaces, Wi-Fi, IT facilities and support from a 

pool of over 50 expert mentors
• CivTech provides a cross-public-sector digital technology accelerator

Investment  
& Funding

•  Small Business Loan Fund offers an interest-free loan of up to £2,500
•  East of Scotland Investment Fund provides a match-funded loan offering up to £50,000 to 

commercially viable businesses
•  Scottish Investment Bank offering a range of products for new and growing businesses
• Angel syndicates like Par Equity, Equity Gap and Archangels are active
•  Venture Capital groups like Pentech and Scottish Equity Partners have invested in several local tech 

start-ups’ including FanDuel and Skyscanner
•  Informatics Ventures helps to bridge the gap between start-ups and investors by hosting its annual 

Engage Invest Exploit (EIE) conference, an event for entrepreneurs to meet with potential investors 
and share their business ideas – participant companies have gone on to raise over £350m of funding

•  The Data Lab provides funding for innovative data science projects with industry providing direct 
support from a specialist data science team or with academics from across the university networks

Skills & 
Teaching

•  The EPSRC Centres for Doctoral Training in Data Science and Pervasive Parallelism aim to train the 
next generation of data scientists, and are hosted at the University of Edinburgh

•  CodeClan is Scotland’s first digital skills academy and operates out of Edinburgh equipping those 
typically looking for a career change with the right set of digital skills that help them transition into 
the digital sector

•  The Data Lab has an extensive skills and talent programme focused specifically on Data Science 
and Analytics including sponsored MSc courses, matching funding for PhD and EngD,  various 
CPD including a Data Science Bootcamp, masterclasses and Executive Education in Data Driven 
Innovation.

Based in Edinburgh, with offices in London, New York and Los Angeles, TVSquared has changed the 
way advertisers measure and optimise television. More than 350 brands and agencies in 47 countries 
leverage TVSquared's same-day data analysis to identify TV spots that drive response and find where 
efficiencies can be made to reach target audiences and increase sales78.

" With TVSquared, we have essentially changed the way the $180 billion global TV ad industry 
did business for 50+ years. We found the talent, investment and support from the Edinburgh tech 
community who recognized the major opportunity to harness data for measuring and optimising TV. 
Edinburgh has been a hub for data-driven innovation for some time - and now the rest of the world is 
taking notice."        Hew Bruce-Gardyne, Co-Founder

78  Information provided by company http://www.tvsquared.com
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4.2 Establishing a Self-Sustaining, Globally-Connected DDI Ecosystem
With projected growth in demand for data talent, and a highly regarded talent pool, we have the 
opportunity to create a virtuous circle that results in a world-class DDI ecosystem capable of holding its 
own in the face of global competition. With strong demand and a vibrant local ecosystem, the City Region, 
in particular the City of Edinburgh, represents a strong pull for technical and commercial talent in the DDI 
sector.

Whilst these attributes have enabled us to attain critical mass in the digital industries, the digital and DDI 
ecosystem is not yet self-sustaining. Achieving this will not be easy, but it will move Edinburgh on to the 
next level and provide the foundation for Edinburgh to become a world-class DDI location.

Talent acquisition is a significant challenge today, and will worsen unless we implement creative solutions 
that expand the supply of industry-ready data talent to levels not attained previously. Given the levels of 
demand and supply identified, and the proportion of graduate talent attracted to other regional hotspots, 
the level of suitably-qualified graduate talent being produced currently is insufficient to satisfy growth in 
demand for DDI and digital professionals.

Without investment both in growing the volume of graduate talent, and in enabling access to appropriate 
skills development collateral for experienced professionals, the flow of talent could reach crisis point in 
the coming years threatening the sustainability of our digital ecosystem.

4.3 Steps to Enabling the Virtuous Circle
Table 11 below describes a set of actions, aligned to our key hypotheses, intended to enable a sustainable, 
and growing, digital and DDI talent pool.

Table 11:  Achieving a sustainable talent pool in the City Region [Source: Audit Consortium]

HYPOTHESIS AREA EMERGING THEME EXAMPLE ACTIVITIES NEXT STEPS

H1: Primacy of Talent Create a sustainable 
DDI talent pool in the 
City Region

Provide DDI-oriented 
MBA and equivalent 
practice-based 
learning pathways to 
increase the pool of 
DS business leaders

Devise plan to 
increase the flow of 
skilled DDI talent

H3: Attraction of 
Entrepreneurship

Grow local pool of DDI 
innovators

Provide mechanisms 
to connect skilled 
talent with innovation-
led opportunities

Identify difficulties 
in securing talent 
to support new 
DDI initiatives and 
ventures

H4: Disruptiveness of Data Grow local pool of 
DDI transformation 
professionals

Provide mechanisms 
to connect skilled 
talent to enable 
DDI organisational 
transformations

Identify difficulties 
in securing talent & 
expertise to enable 
DDI transformations
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5.  Innovation Strengths and Growth Points

RBS investment in data 
analytics tools

Source: Audit Consortium

£100
million

Ranking of Edinburgh as a 
European Financial Hub

Source: Scottish Financial Enterprise

3

Number of Unicorns already 
leveraging DDI  

and headquartered  
in City Region

Source: Audit Consortium

2

Number of years UofE has 
been spinning out DDI 

companies

Source: Audit Consortium

20

Technology start-ups  
since 2006

Source: Audit Consortium

67

Members of UofE 
entrepreneurial club

Source: Audit Consortium

2,500

Number of data analytics 
jobs being created in by one 
financial services industry 

player in Edinburgh

Source: Audit Consortiumn

300

Number of investors attending 
EIE Edinburgh in 2016

Source: Informatics Ventures

200
Amount raised by FanDuel  

in Series E financing

Source: Bloomberg

$275 
million

Proportion of premature heart 
disease, stroke and diabetes 

that can be prevented

Source: World Health Organisation

80%

Investments enabled  
by Informatics Ventures  

since 2008

Source: Audit Consortium

£360
million
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The City Region offers an excellent support environment for both DDI 
entrepreneurs and also for DDI professionals working within our more 
established organisations. There is huge scope for local value creation 
through increased adoption of DDI and associated digital skills in our 
company base. The value that we are able to generate through DDI is 
therefore dependent upon our ability to extend data-led digital adoption.

Over the past 10 years we have demonstrated that local organisations can collaborate within the local 
ecosystem to develop, fund and commercialise data-enabled businesses. In the process of creating a 
vibrant tech cluster we have come to recognise the importance of the research base and the need to 
maintain a high quality skills pipeline in supporting a vibrant start-up scene.

Our key innovation strengths lie in the nurturing of ‘born-digital’ businesses through both start-up and 
growth phases, and in the execution of DDI-led process transformations in our large organisations. We 
offer a supportive, close-knit, community that encourages broad engagement through an extensive 
calendar of events. There is huge scope to build on these skills and activities by increasing the adoption of 
DDI and associated digital skills in our company base.

We can realise the economic benefits of DDI both by enabling the scale-up of born-digital businesses 
such as Skyscanner, and driving DDI adoption in traditional industries including financial services, retail, 
tourism and the public sector. Success can be achieved through rapid “low latency” innovations that 
enable customer growth & retention through increasing usage of services that deliver efficient and 
compelling customer journeys. Since this opportunity is widely applicable across the City Region’s private 
and public sector base, the value that we are able to generate through DDI is dependent upon our ability 
to scale up DDI adoption.

In general, such transformations will not happen organically as the businesses concerned do not yet have 
the necessary digital business skillset, and are not exploiting the research base to ensure “low latency” 
innovation. We must therefore:

• ramp up levels of DDI and entrepreneurial activity sector by sector

• maximise the local economic impact of our DDI asset base.

5.1  Status and Key Strengths
In considering DDI we must think broadly about the scope for innovation, the innovation process and the 
skills needed to deliver it

In Sections 6 to 8 of the report we identify the key research skills and assets present in the City Region 
together with the mechanisms in place to enable effective innovation engagement. Research capabilities, 
assets and investment levels are clearly a contributor to innovative outcomes. However, with DDI, the 
levers of innovation are more complex as the core asset being leveraged is information, and DDI activity 
will not necessarily emerge from traditional R&D activity.

For example, Doblin - the innovation unit of Monitor Deloitte - characterises 3 classes and 10 types of 
innovation79 (see Figure 7 below). Traditional R&D activity is typically associated with the Offering class (to 
improve product performance and functionality). Other forms of innovation leverage different skillsets (e.g. 
Marketing and Customer Services) and may be executed differently.

79  Ten Types Of Innovation, available from www.doblin.com
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DDI is uniquely powerful as it enables all 3 classes and 10 types of innovation - it is a ubiquitous tool 
for innovation that enables new product/service offerings (e.g. Skyscanner), allows organisations to 
re-configure business models and processes (e.g. Industry 4.080) and creates new customer and citizen 
experiences (e.g. personalised healthcare). It also explains why, to be successful, we must take a broad 
approach to developing our skills and talent pipeline, and information assets. This will ensure that we 
secure the:

• digital makers to develop DDI and digital technologies

• digital workers with the necessary strategic, market and commercial insights

•  digital entrepreneurs to drive investment, creation and delivery of innovative data-led products and 
services.

The City Region offers a strong entrepreneurial support ecosystem

The City Region has one of Europe’s strongest entrepreneurial ecosystems81. It has two unicorn start-ups, 
world leading research universities and a strong investment environment. On a per capita basis Edinburgh 
has the third highest rate of unicorns in the world, behind Silicon Valley and ahead of London, New York 
and Beijing82.

The key components that comprise this ecosystem have developed over an extended period:

•  long-term investment in the research infrastructure of our universities has contributed to a highly-skilled 
labour force

•  a series of successful technology ventures over the past 30 years has created a population of 
experienced entrepreneurs

•  a network of angel investors, with deep contacts within the global technology industry, has developed

•  Edinburgh’s history as a centre of financial and legal services provides a deep pool of advisory talent to 
help navigate complex legal and financial challenges faced by growth companies.

Our DDI innovation cluster has developed over the last decade

In the last decade the Edinburgh DDI cluster has developed from two start-up companies based in the 
centre of Edinburgh, and a few technology entrepreneurship programmes, to the vibrant local ecosystem 
seen today. Table 12 below summarises the key initiatives behind this transformation.

Figure 7:  Types of innovation [Source: Doblin]
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80  http://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/operations/our-insights/manufacturings-next-act 
81  Edinburgh's Entrepreneurial and Support Ecosystem Whitepaper, Dr Ben Spigel, University of Edinburgh   

Available from http://www.research.ed.ac.uk/portal/files/22253985/Edinburgh_Ecosystem_Whitepaper.pdf
82  ibid
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Three industrial innovation initiatives run as part of AspeKT obtained a significant amount of interest from 
local SME’s, reflecting a growth in local companies’ interest in applying innovation from the academic 
base:

• the Data Science strand was the foundation for The Data Lab Innovation Centre

•  the Cyber Security strand focussed on the development of a number of start-ups and community 
awareness raising of on-line security challenges

• the Digital Tourism strand generated some 18 projects between academia and local SME’s.

Table 12:  Initiatives that have shaped the City Region DDI cluster [Source: Audit Consortium]

PROGRAMME DURATION SCOPE OUTCOME

E-Club 2006-present Promote entrepreneurship 
at UoE

• 2,500 members
• Organised 200 events to date

ProspeKT 
(Informatics 
Ventures 1)

2006-2011 Increase commercial 
interaction around UoE’s 
School of Informatics

• 43 start-ups and spin-outs created

AspeKT 
(Informatics 
Ventures 2)

2011-2014 Support Scotland’s 
technology entrepreneurs 
from Scottish universities 
and wider business

•  21 start-ups (18 in the City Region) 
created

•  360 academic-business collaborations
•  7,700 companies attended various 

events

83  Information provided by company. http://brainnwave.com/home

Edinburgh-based Brainn Wave is a new start-up company 
aiming to provide a world-class data and services marketplace 
(Brainnwave) to customers and researchers seeking specific, up 
to the minute, high-value open and commercial data in specialist 
domains (e.g., energy, security, geospatial etc.)83. 

" Our technology is built using leading edge research. This is 
not something we could have afforded on our own as a start-
up.  Scotland has built strong cross over ties between business 
and academia. We established our research team in Edinburgh 
as a result of the ease of doing business and engaging with 
our academic partners at the University of Edinburgh and the 
University of Glasgow. This has enabled us to accelerate our 
technology research and build upon state of the art science 
that has been built in research labs. This gives start-ups like 
Brainnwave the opportunity to have the equivalent research 
scale of any global company without the overhead cost.” 

Steve Coates, CEO
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A range of programmes are in place that support DDI entrepreneurs

Entrepreneurship support programmes are a key component of an effective entrepreneurial ecosystem 
by helping to inspire and train new entrepreneurs and providing resources like mentorship, financing, and 
networking that they could not otherwise obtain. 

There are more than 40 support programmes aimed at technology entrepreneurs in Edinburgh84, 
encompassing publicly supported programmes funded by Scottish Enterprise, university-led programmes, 
private organizations and small, entrepreneur-led groups. These programmes provide a variety of 
resources to entrepreneurs. Each programme addresses a particular piece of the entrepreneurial journey 
and provides an informal ladder to develop entrepreneurial ideas and talent, and are heavily inter-meshed. 
Figure 8 below provides an overview of the support offered.

The diversity of different programmes allow individual organizations to specialize in particular niches and 
then refer clients on to other programmes as their needs change. Though many programmes informally 
refer their clients to different programmes, more can be done to ensure that programme leaders are 
aware of the different programmes available so that entrepreneurs can be referred to other programmes 
that are relevant to their needs. Table 13 below provides an overview of some of the major programmes 
that are in place currently.

Figue 8:  Entrepreneurial support offered in the City Region support ecosystem [Source: University of Edinburgh, Spigel]
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84  Insider special report: Science and Technology, ScotlandIS. Available at http://www.scotlandis.com/news/2016/march/insider-special-report-science-and-
technology/
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Major DDI activities are underway in our more traditional sectors 

In addition to the entrepreneurial activity described above, a number of DDI-led digital transformation 
initiatives are underway within sectors that are not traditionally digital. For example:

• RBS is investing £100 million in data analytics technology in order to improve customer service90 

•  Standard Life is implementing a marketing analysis and planning system designed to help the insurer 
fully understand the effectiveness of its online and offline marketing spend91

•  the Scottish Government commissioned NHS National Services Scotland to develop a linked individual 
level longitudinal health and social care dataset to enable joint strategic planning across different health 
and care organisations92

•  Scottish Financial Enterprise – the trade Association for the Scottish Financial Services sector has 
launched a FinTech Steering Group to develop Scotland’s financial technology (FinTech) vision. The 
Group brings together 30 leading industry figures from financial technology disciplines together with 
representatives from Government and higher education93.

85  https://www.royalsoced.org.uk/636_ScottishEnterprise.html
86 http://www.launch.ed.ac.uk/
87 http://www.sie.ac.uk
88 http://www.convergechallenge.com
89 http://www.informatics-ventures.com

90  http://www.computerweekly.com/news/4500248239/Royal-
Bank-of-Scotland-goes-back-to-1970s-values-with-big-data

91  http://www.fstech.co.uk/fst/Standard_Life_Neustar_
Marketshare_Deal.php

92  http://www.isdscotland.org/Health-Topics/Health-and-Social-
Community-Care/Health-and-Social-Care-Integration/

93  Scottish Financial Enterprise press release ‘New Fintech 
Group Meets’, May 2016

Table 13:  Current entrepreneurial support initiatives active in the City Region DDI cluster [Source: Audit Consortium]

PROGRAMME
YEAR 

ESTABLISHED
SCOPE OUTCOME

Enterprise 
Fellowship85 

1997 Develop entrepreneurship 
in research and academic 
staff

•  126 Enterprise Fellowships supported 
by SE (figure correct at April 2015)

• Over 100 high tech businesses formed

LAUNCH.ed86 2006 Encourage and 
educate UofE student 
entrepreneurs

•  Since launch has generated 292 
enterprises that have secured over 
£91M in funding

Scottish 
Institute for 
Enterprise87 

2008 Inspire and encourage 
entrepreneurship in 
University and College 
students

•  Between 2013-2016 3,000 students 
entered entrepreneurial competitions

Converge 
Challenge88 

2011 Scottish National 
Academic Pitching 
competition

•  Annual applicants from the Edinburgh 
HEI’s have grown from 34 to 83 since 
launch

Informatics 
Ventures89 

(Third 
iteration after 
ProspeKT and 
AspeKT) 

2015 Equip Scotland’s tech 
entrepreneurs to scale up 
internationally

•  EIE event connects 60 Scottish tech 
companies with 200 investors - the 
largest UK event of its kind

•  Since 2008, £360M raised by 
companies involved in EIE
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DDI opportunities such as healthcare and financial services can provide sectoral focus

The healthcare and financial services sectors are obvious areas of focus for any DDI programme given 
their contribution to City Region economic output and employment (see Figure 6 in Section 3.2 above).

The application of DDI in a healthcare context could enable members of society - from the young to the 
very old - to engage in the management of their own health. DDI can enable heath and care services to 
actively engage citizens more effectively including patients, volunteers, informal carers as well as the 
public, private and third sectors. In short, DDI could be the catalyst for a revolution in the delivery of health 
and care, throughout an individual’s life span, driven by the real needs of society and the harsh realities of 
the sustainable provision of health and care.

The economic benefit of such developments are very significant. Over 10 years, healthcare-related DDI 
initiatives could result in a cumulative GVA of £5 billion and over 5,000 new jobs across Scotland as a 
whole94.

Analysis of the UK Fintech landscape has highlighted data monetisation as a key emergent theme for 
the sector95. With a favourable policy environment, good supply of talent, strong local demand and good 
access to capital, the UK ranks as the leading global FinTech hub96. Currently the major regional cluster is 
London97 and the City Region is underperforming in FinTech relative to traditional Financial Services.

Figue 9:  Comparison of advantages enjoyed by start-ups versus incumbents [Source: Global Centre for Digital Business Transformation]

94 Audit Consortium estimate
95 EY ‘Landscaping UK Fintech’, August 2014
96 EY ‘UK FinTech on the cutting edge’, February 2016
97 ibid
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SURVEY 
QUESTION

What advantages does each type of company have 
in its ability to capitalize on digital disruption?

Our DDI capabilities lie in growing ‘born digital’ digital businesses and in the on-going transformation of 
companies of scale

Given the DDI entrepreneurial ecosystem that has been created, and the transformational activities 
being undertaken by our larger organisations, our local DDI ecosystem exhibits a diverse range of skills. 
Research by the Global Centre for Digital Business Transformation (see Figure 9 below) suggests that the 
skills exhibited by start-ups and incumbents are quite different. This suggests that our talent:

•  has learnt how to innovate, maintain agility and balance experimentation with risk to establish and grow 
early stage digital businesses

• understands how to leverage capital, brands and an existing customer base.

Our opportunity lies in cross-fertilising, deepening and scaling these skills.
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However, talent supply represents a barrier to FinTech sector future growth: 

“ While the current availability of tech talent in the UK is sufficient, stakeholder interviews highlighted 
the need to develop a healthier pipeline of tech employees.”         EY, ‘UK FinTech on the cutting edge’

By growing and cross fertilising DDI talent with the existing pool of financial services expertise present in 
the City Region, we have the opportunity to capitalise on growing global Fintech demand and deliver on 
the FinTech vision for the region that is currently being shaped by Scottish Financial Enterprise.

5.2 Driving Broader DDI Adoption
As the impact of digital disruption increases in the future, the lack of DDI adoption will inevitably result 
in loss of competitiveness and business failure. Without further intervention, we can only expect DDI 
adoption in the City Region to grow organically in response to market and competitive pressures. However, 
we believe that our analysis of market forces strongly suggests that such natural evolution will not occur 
rapidly enough given skills deficits we have highlighted:

“ The implications of big data and the challenges of data science, analytics and interpretation are front 
of mind for most business leaders. Moreover, they know that the generation of graduates entering their 
firms must bring a knowledge of how data and digital will drive innovation.”

Industry Panel, Growing Value Scotland Task Force98

We can achieve this most efficiently by supporting our organisations on a sector-by-sector basis, and 
using the learning gained as the sectoral focus expands over time. It is recommended that Financial 
Services and Healthcare are considered as two of the initial sectors of focus.

Academic institutions will play a key role in the futher development of the DDI ecosystem within the City 
Region. As we scale up our DDI activities in the region we must re-visit the role of the academic base and 
identify how we can best leverage this capability to drive economic growth in the City Region.

5.3 Scaling our DDI capability
Table 14 below describes a set of actions, aligned to our key hypotheses, intended to scale up our existing 
DDI strengths.

Table 14:  Scaling up DDI capability in the City Region [Source: Audit Consortium]

HYPOTHESIS AREA EMERGING THEME EXAMPLE ACTIVITIES NEXT STEPS

H2: Attraction of 
Entrepreneurship

Ramp up levels of 
data-driven innovation 
and entrepreneurial 
activity sector by 
sector

Provide world-
class training 
in DDI-oriented 
entrepreneurship

Devise plan for growth 
of new ventures and 
new business units 
enabled by DDI in key 
sectors

H3: Effect of Research 
Infrastructure

Maximise local 
economic impact of 
our data science asset 
base

Tailor and expand 
support ecosystem 
for DDI spin-out 
companies

Devise plan to 
maximise economic 
impact of DS research 
activity in the Region

98 Report available from National Centre for Universities and Business website www.ncub.co.uk
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6.  Excellence in Science and Research

Years since AI research 
started at Edinburgh

Source: Audit Consortium

50

Number of thematic  
Data Institutes within  
regional universities

Source: Audit Consortium

8

Number of FTE’s in region  
submitted to REF

Source: REF2014

2,766

UofE REF ranking in research 
power for Computer Science 

and Informatics

Source: REF2014

1st

Value of UofE informatics 
research awards since 2010

Source: University of Edinburgh

Research Power ranking  
of the City Region, behind  

only London, Oxford  
and Cambridge

Source: REF2014

4

Universities in the Region  
(2 in global top 100)

Source: Audit Consortium and THES

5

Share of City Region Computer 
Science research undertaken 

with international partners

Source: InCites Database
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Source: REF2014
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Universities 2008-12

Source: House of Commons
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Source: Wikipedia

26
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The DDI research base that has been nurtured in the City Region over 
the last decade is formidable but we are not yet able to fully play to 
our strengths. We need to further scale our ability to pursue promising 
commercial outcomes enabled by our DDI research activity, and expand 
the region-wide understanding of the evolving DDI landscape. A range of 
initiatives should therefore be undertaken to ensure that our DDI research 
capability fuels local entrepreneurial activity.

The City Region hosts a world-class research capability, and there is a strong history of collaboration 
across the institutions in the City Region. Our institutions rank highly in the area of DDI, and our informatics 
strengths map closely to strategic areas of focus for industry and government.

Whilst the excellence of the DDI research capability is recognised both nationally and globally, we 
recommend that more investment is required to embed the fruits of this research within the Regional 
economy. With the right support and strategy, we have the opportunity to become to a location known for 
the creation of DDI-enabled digital products and services that propels high-growth organisations. 

Whilst activity is being undertaken to commercialise our DDI research, this can be scaled up further by:

•  systematic commercialisation of DDI research outcomes through the local company base and 
entrepreneurial talent pool

• maintaining leadership of City Region HEI’s in DDI research

• expanding region-wide understanding of the evolving DDI landscape.

6.1  Our DDI Research Capability is World-Class
The City Region hosts a strong research capability that is ranked number four in the UK

Scientific and research production in the City Region is dominated by Higher Education Institutions (HEIs). 
We first outline the leading areas for research power in the City Region, and then focus on research 
power associated with DDI specifically. In much of the following, we use research power - as defined on 
data from the Research Excellence Framework 2014 (REF2014) - as the primary metric, since it requires 
us to bring together both production quantity, in terms of the numbers of researchers in an area, and their 
quality profile, in terms of the proportions of their output judged to be world leading (4*) or internationally 
excellent (3*).

There are six HEIs of varying scale: University of Edinburgh (UofE), Heriot Watt University (HWU), the 
University of St Andrews (UStA), Edinburgh Napier University (ENU), Queen Margaret University Edinburgh 
(QMU), and Scotland’s Rural College (SRUC). To put the Edinburgh City Region strengths in a UK context, 
with 4.8% of overall Research Power, the City of Edinburgh takes 4th place, just outside the Golden 
Triangle of London, Oxford and Cambridge99 (see Table 15 below).

99 An interactive map can be viewed at http://www.hefce.ac.uk/analysis/maps/research/ 
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Table 16:  Total Units of Assessment submitted in REF2014 by each Higher Education Institute in the City Region [Source: REF2014]

HEI UNITS OF ASSESSMENT SUBMITTED

The University of Edinburgh 31

The University of St Andrews 20

Heriot Watt University 12

Edinburgh Napier University 9

Queen Margaret University Edinburgh 5

Scotland’s Rural College 1

In REF2014, the City Region did well, with strengths in research outputs, research impact and research 
environment.100 As shown in Table 16 below The University of Edinburgh’s submission in 31 of the 36 
possible units of assessment reflects its wide subject base, with 20 schools and significant levels of 
interdisciplinary working. The University of St. Andrews (20) and Heriot Watt University (12) also submitted 
in more than one-third of the possible units of assessment.

100 Many of the research analyses in this report were produced using the Elsevier REF2014 Analysis Tool: https://ref2014tool.analytics.elsevier.com/

Table 15:   Regional strengths in selected research areas, by proportion of the UK’s overall Research Power [Source: City Region 
audit consortium]

HEI OVERALL SCIENCES ENGINEERING
SOCIAL 

SCIENCES
CLINICAL 

SUBJECTS

London 22.2 % 22.2 % 19.6 % 21.3 % 36.9 %

Oxfordshire 6.8 % 8.6 % 4.4% 6.7 % 7.0 %

Greater 
Cambridgshire

5.5 % 7.8 % 7.8 % 3.8 % 5.8 %

City of Edinburgh 4.8 % 7.6 % 5.2 % 4.0 % 5.1 %

Leeds City Region 4.5 % 4.8 % 3.6 % 4.9 % 3.2 %

Greater 
Manchester

4.1 % 4.2 % 4.5 % 4.0 % 3.0 %

West of England 3.9 % 4.9 % 4.8 % 4.3 % 3.2 %
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Table 17:  Institutional profiles for all subjects in terms of quantity101 (Category A staff numbers submitted) and quality (3*/4*)  
[Source: City Region audit consortium, REF2014] 

HEI
The 

University  
of Edinburgh

The University 
of St Andrews 

Heriot Watt 
University

Edinburgh 
Napier 

University

Queen 
Margaret 
University 
Edinburgh

Staff submitted to REF 83% 82% 82% 19% 22%

FTE Staff submitted 1,753 519 352 99 43

Staff FTE 3*/4* 1,446 427 289 53 25

Research Activity 3*/4* 83% 82% 82% 53% 58%

Quality Index 53 49 45 24 29

Research Power 0.63 0.17 0.11 0.02 0.01

Rank in the UK 4th 29th 43rd 97th 118th

As shown in Table 17 above, three of our institutes were ranked in the top 50 for their research capability. 
Across these subjects the University of Edinburgh ranked number 4 after the Universities of Oxford and 
Cambridge, and University College London.

In addition, the SRUC was ranked fifth on research power for single-subject institutions102.

There is a strong tradition of collaboration across the City Region’s institutions

Collaboration across the City Region’s higher education institutions is fostered by the Scottish Funding 
Council’s research pooling initiative, and continuing joint work around specific projects and facilities. The 
Scottish Informatics and Computer Science Alliance (SICSA) is a Scottish Funding Council Research Pool, 
comprising 14 of Scotland’s Universities. SICSA’s goal is to develop Scotland’s research excellence in 
Informatics and Computing Science (ICS) by supporting and facilitating collaboration among its members.

Similar to SICSA, the Scottish Universities Physics Alliance (SUPA) brings together physics research and 
post-graduate education in eight Scottish universities. A recurring theme within SUPA is the use of data 
science techniques to push forward Physics research excellence and, where appropriate, commercialise 
this research through companies such as Blackford Analysis Ltd. 

Partnerships were evidenced in REF2014, with six joint submissions by the University of Edinburgh: three 
with Heriot Watt, two with St Andrews and one with SRUC (see Table 18 below).

101 Quality index is a weighted sum of 4* and 3*; Research Power is the product of these expressed as a ratio of the top score in the ranking.
102 http://www.icr.ac.uk/docs/default-source/corporate-docs-accounts-and-annual-reports/Corporate-docs/the-ref-results-14.pdf?sfvrsn=0

Table 18:  Joint submissions with the University of Edinburgh in REF2014 by Unit of Assessment [Source: City Region audit consortium]

UNIVERSITY OF EDINBURGH PARTNER  HEI UNIT OF ASSESSMENT SUBJECT 

Heriot Watt University  10 – Mathematical Sciences

Heriot Watt University  15 – General Engineering 

Heriot Watt University 16 – Architecture, Built Environment and Planning 

The University of St Andrews 8 – Chemistry

The University of St Andrews 9 – Physics 

Scotland’s Rural College 6 – Agriculture, Veterinary and Food Science
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Table 19:  UK rankings of selected Universities for Unit of Assessment 11 based on research power, including those in the City 
Region and members of the Alan Turing Institute [Source: City Region audit consortium, REF2014]

UK 
RANK

HEI POWER CAT A FTE 4* 3*

1 University of Edinburgh 1.00 94.85 40% 45%

2 University College London 0.98 70.70 61% 35%

3 University of Oxford 0.91 73.50 53% 34%

5 University of Cambridge 0.65 54.60 48% 41%

17 University of Warwick 0.33 24.40 56% 41%

23 Heriot-Watt University 0.22 27.70 23% 55%

31 University of St Andrews 0.19 24.00 22% 55%

66 Edinburgh Napier University 0.04 10.70 3% 54%

For overall strength, Informatics at Edinburgh (http://www.inf.ed.ac.uk) has been consistently ranked 
first in the UK in RAE 2001, 2008 and REF 2014. In terms of comparative critical mass, it houses 29% more 
Category A staff than its nearest rival in REF 2014. Examples of recent research-led successes include: 

•  the award of three EPSRC Centres for Doctoral Training (Data Science, Pervasive Parallelism, and, jointly 
with Heriot Watt, Robotics and Autonomous Systems)

•  the establishment of the Edinburgh Centre for Robotics, with its Robotarium labs, jointly with Heriot Watt

• industrial partnerships with Intel, ARM and Microsoft

• founding membership of the Alan Turing Institute.

We also note that the position of research excellence enjoyed by Edinburgh is under increasing challenge 
due to the level of investment being made elsewhere (see Figure 10 below). Without significant local 
investment, the region’s top spot in the UK may be lost. 

Our institutions rank highly in the area of DDI

The science and research that underlies digital technologies and DDI is sited primarily in the intellectual 
area of computer science and informatics, as defined in REF2014. Four of the six HEIs in the City Region 
return groups in this unit of assessment. It is important to note two key provisos:

•  digital and data science-based technologies are also developed and reported in other units of 
assessment, especially in this case, general engineering, but also in mathematics

•  an important source of DDI expertise is the Edinburgh Parallel Computing Centre103 and its translational 
contribution is not properly captured in REF2014 submissions. 

Based on research power, the University of Edinburgh is ranked 1st in the UK, given the combination of 
quantity and quality in the School of Informatics, with 98.8% of staff submitted. Table 19 below displays 
UK rankings for research power in Unit of Assessment 11 (computer science and informatics) with the top 
universities, those active in the SIA region and other noteworthy institutes.

103  EPCC (http://www.epcc.ed.ac.uk/) is the University of Edinburgh’s world-class supercomputing centre which provides software and services for 
the translation of scientific and industrial research needs through the use of high performance, scalable, data-intensive software applications
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Figure10:  REF volume over time [Source: Audit Consortium]

We recognise that strong academic schools are necessary, but insufficient, for achieving informatics 
excellence. The growing importance of research impact in REF requires the ability to undertake activities 
at different levels of market readiness including blue-sky research, translational research and industry-
focussed collaboration. A key strength that must continue to be developed is our ability to work across 
these different modes of research and collaboration to improve industry-academic engagement and 
economic growth.
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Our main areas of informatics strengths map closely to strategic areas of focus for industry and 
government

The research foci within the various DDI research groups in the City Region can be mapped broadly onto 
the structure of the School of Informatics, which has six institutes, covering: theory (including databases, 
programming languages, and security), systems, language and speech interaction, artificial intelligence, 
robotics and computer vision, and machine learning and neural computation; software engineering is an 
additional focus. The largest groups by volume of research activity are language and speech, and machine 
learning, which – along with databases and computing-at-scale – provide the research and science which 
fuel DDI.

As shown in Table 20 below, these research strengths map onto a subset of existing identified UK and 
Scottish priorities. In some priority sectors, computer science and informatics (and allied expertise in 
general engineering) is critical; in other sectors, it is an enabler or only a subpart of a larger field. Among 
the former sectors, for instance, Data (the first “great technology”) involves “the big data revolution and 
energy-efficient computing”, and thus academic strengths in language and speech, machine learning and 
databases are highly relevant, along with strengths in computer systems and in software engineering.

Robotics and Autonomous Systems depends on strengths in robotics and computer vision, as well as 
machine learning and general engineering. Among the latter sectors, for example, quantum technologies 
(including computing) are one of several emerging technologies; robotics enables certain forms of high 
value manufacturing; and data science and technology pervade regenerative medicine, synthetic biology 
and agri-science.
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104  Bold indicates that the research and science is a crucial enabler in that sector. Italics indicates that it is relevant to DDI in the sector
105 Eight Great Technologies Industrial Strategy, HM Government
106 Innovate UK: delivery plan 2016 to 2017
107 Scotland’s Economic Strategy March 2015

We have an opportunity to improve the wider impact of this world-class research capability

The quality of our research capability in terms of outputs and environment is beyond question, according 
to the REF evaluations. However, they do also reveal that we have the opportunity to increase the local 
impact of this research. 

Of the three HEIs some of whose DDI-related impact achieved 4* (world leading) ratings, the proportion 
of impact at this level was: 48% (UofE); 40% (HWU) and 13% (UStA). Within Scotland, the University of 
Glasgow can be viewed as a benchmark for the art of the possible around impact, with 68% rated at 4*. 
Across the UK, Newcastle, Cambridge and Warwick were rated as having 85% of their impact at this level.

Whilst REF ratings may be of limited significance when viewed in isolation, it further re-enforces the 
view presented in other areas of this report that there is scope for improvement in in the way in which 
academia can seed commercial activity and outcomes.

As described above, we have shown that the region has demonstrated its ability to support significant 
growth in start-up activity. We now need to demonstrate the capability systematically to nurture DDI 
companies of scale that can take on the challenge of commercialising propositions that have global 
applicability and impact.

The consequences of increased, successful commercialisation of university research will have far-
reaching benefits for the local ecosystem including increasing the level and quality of DDI entrepreneurial 
talent in the region - a critical skill for our talent pool.

Table 20:  Mapping informatics research foci onto identified priority sectors104 [Source: City Region audit consortium]

EIGHT GREAT TECHNOLOGIES105 INNOVATE UK PRIORITIES106 SCOTTISH INDUSTRIAL 
STRATEGY SECTORS107

Data Digital Economy Creative Industries

Robotics Enabling Technologies

Regenerative Medicine Emerging Technologies

Synthetic Biology Health and Care Life Sciences

Agriscience Agriculture and Food Food and Drink

Satellites Space Applications

Energy Storage Energy Energy

Advanced Materials High Value Manufacturing

Transport

Urban Living

Built Environment

Financial/Business Services

Sustainable Tourism
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Table 21:  Maintain and leveraging DDI research excellence in the region [Source: Audit Consortium]

108 Information provided by company. http://quoratetechnology.com/

6.2  This Capability Must be Nurtured and Leveraged
There can be no argument over the quality and importance of the DDI research capability that exist 
within the region. Given the scale and quality of the research base it is capable of delivering outstanding 
research around which a continuous stream of high-growth DDI companies can be formed. 

Whilst research activity enables the creation of a deep, leading-edge technology capability, the 
associated commercialisation activity nurtures the commercial skill-set required to connect compelling 
propositions with investment to bring innovations to the global marketplace. Our DDI research capability 
is therefore a vital component of the local 
ecosystem and we must ensure that our 
research capability maintains its top 
ranking.

We have an opportunity to increase the 
economic value created locally by our 
research capability. We can engage 
more effectively with local companies, 
and establish more local companies, to 
take ground-breaking research outcomes 
to market. This requires us better to 
connect research outcomes and DDI 
entrepreneurs.

If we are to generate and sustain interest 
and excitement in this area, we must 
help organisations to better understand 
the disruptive implications of DDI and 
the opportunities that may be open to 
them. Our research base will be core 
to developing a strong understanding of the implications of disruptive digital technology. We must 
complement this as appropriate to establish a broad view of technology developments in this area, and 
ensure that this market insight is shared broadly across the region.

6.3  We Must Invest in our Research Capability
Table 21 below describes a set of actions, aligned to our key hypotheses, intended to maintain, and 
leverage, our DDI research capability.

HYPOTHESIS AREA EMERGING THEME EXAMPLE ACTIVITIES NEXT STEPS

H2: Attraction of 
Entrepreneurship

Systematically 
commercialise DDI 
research through local 
company base and 
entrepreneurs

Simplify creation of DDI-
enabled spin-outs from 
the Region’s HEI’s

Identify barriers to 
the formation of DDI-
enabled spin-outs with 
high growth potential

H3: Effect of  
Research  
Infrastructure

Maintain leadership of 
City Region HEI’s in DDI 
research

Establish a region-wide 
research programme to 
address emerging data 
ethics challenges

Identify opportunities 
and threats affecting 
the region’s pre-eminent 
DDI research position

H4: Disruptiveness  
of Data

Expand region-wide 
understanding of 
evolving DDI landscape

Identify key DDI trends 
that will affect the 
financial services sector 
in the Region

Identify and agree 
mechanisms for 
horizon scanning 
and information 
dissemination

Quorate is a spin-out from the Centre for Speech 
Technology Research at Edinburgh University. Quorate 
has developed a highly adaptable Automatic Speech 
Recognition platform which is targeted towards natural-
style speech. By training acoustic models on hundreds 
of hours of audio and language models on many billions 
of words, the system can be optimised for different 
domains and applications108. 

" Quorate continues to maintain close ties into the 
informatics research community. These relationships 
not only provide us with visibility over the latest 
potential advancements in our field, they also offer 
academics a powerful insight into the real-world 
problems that we solve for our customers in the 
financial services, media and aerospace sectors."  

Nick Rankin, CEO
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7.  Regional Science and Innovation Assets

Number of staff and  
postgrad students at the  

UofE School of Informatics  
– Europe's largest

Source: University of Edinburgh

950

Processing cores in ARCHER

Source: University of Edinburgh

118,080

Number FEI's and HEI's  
in the Region

Source: Audit Consortium

12

number of calculations  
per second on ARCHER

Source: University of Edinburgh

1015

Leadership in High 
Performance scalable 

computing

Source: University of Edinburgh

Number of research 
organisations with facilities  

in the region

Source: Audit Consortium

89

Number of students  
attending Computing at  

Edinburgh Napier University

Source: Audit Consortium

1200

EU investment in Fortissimo 
"Factories of the Future"  

led by the EPCC

Source:University of Edinburgh

€34 
million

Number of key DDI thematic 
areas being pursued

Source: Audit Consortium

12
Number of staff, students  

and partners at  
Bayes Centre

Source: Audit Consortium

600
Number of major  

DDI collaborations across  
the City Region

Source: Audit Consortium

10

Number of Universities  
with Computer Science 

teaching & research

Source: Audit Consortium

4

25 
years
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Our local science and innovation assets are extensive, and play a key role 
in underpinning the local DDI ecosystem. However, we need to invest in 
new ways of utilising our “natural digital assets” if we are to substantially 
increase the supply of industry-ready DDI talent and high-value datasets 
needed to achieve a sustainable regional ecosystem.

The universities across the City Region already support a range of DDI capabilities and facilities that 
deliver a range of benefits to the local economy, albeit at relatively modest scale as the capabilities are 
aligned towards scientific as rather than commercial application. To create maximum value from the DDI 
market opportunity we must align the various key stakeholders in order that our rich base of “natural 
digital assets”, including regional data, can be optimally leveraged in order to increase the supply of 
world-class graduate talent.

To successfully leverage these “natural digital assets” the DDI capabilities we offer needs to be deeper 
and broader, and the levels of usage and engagement that we can support needs to be significantly 
extended. We must enable easy and extensive use by data professionals, local businesses and the 
general public alike in order that all of our citizens are given the ability to harness the full range of benefits 
enabled by DDI.

To achieve this we must:

• expand the local supply of world-class DDI talent

•  generate relevant datasets and provide the capabilities - including latest technologies - to enable access 
and exploitation that will enable our skills base to become world-class

7.1 Role of our DDI Research Institutions
Our HEI institutions boast a range of DDI assets

The City Region is home to 89 public, private and third sector research institutions or research-undertaking 
organisations109 that operate across a range of disciplines.

Looking more specifically at DDI, the HEI sector underpins the local DDI ecosystem. The University 
of Edinburgh, Heriot Watt University, St Andrews University and Edinburgh Napier University have all 
developed significant DDI asset portfolios, the most extensive of which are based at the University of 
Edinburgh (see Table 22 below).

With 13,500 staff and 35,000 students the University of Edinburgh is the dominant feature in the research 
landscape of the City Region. Due to the size and quality of research in data science performed by the 
University it became one of the five HEI founders of the Alan Turing Institute, the UK’s national institute for 
data science.

109  Source: GRID, Audit Consortium
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The two key foundation stones on which to build a world class DDI ecosystem in the region are the 
School of Informatics and the Edinburgh Parallel Computing Centre (EPCC). The School of Informatics 
was the result of a strategic decision by the University in 1998 to combine a number of Departments into a 
single Informatics “powerhouse”. The School is now the largest European centre of its kind with over 95 
academics, 150 research staff and nearly 400 PhD students (including three Centres for Doctoral Training), 
over 300 MSc students and £90M in research funding. This has led to the School creating a UK leading 
position in start-ups and spin-outs with over 75 new companies created and over £100M in investment 
funding secured.

The Edinburgh Parallel Computing Centre was established in 1990 to exploit the use of commodity 
technology in high performance computing systems which has fuelled the market growth in data-driven 
innovation across the world. It has run the UK’s National Supercomputing services since 1994, delivering 
a proven capability and established skills base supporting both UK scientists and companies in distributed 
computing architectures and the massively parallel processing techniques necessary to exploit this 
technology and power new applications. EPCC’s staff, alongside School of Informatics students, have 
helped support the growth of the local digital cluster. Since 2000, EPCC has further broadened its 
capabilities into the data science space, supporting scientists and companies to improve leverage of data 
assets to deliver economic and social impact. EPCC currently provides services to organisations including 
the EPSRC, STFC, the Farr Institute, the ADRC and the Urban Big Data Centre. It has invested heavily in its 
world-class data centre – the Advanced Computing Facility – a unique resource for the region and UK as a 
whole.

In 2015, the University announced plans to more fully integrate these capabilities into a multi-disciplinary 
programme at the Bayes Centre for Data Science and Technology, co-located with Informatics, which 
will accommodate an additional 600 staff, students and industry partners. This will ensure that data 
and analytical technologies underpin the world leading research, teaching and innovation undertaken 
by the University. Intel has already agreed to co-locate its first microprocessor design team outside 
of California, in the Centre based on its existing relationship with the University. Silicon Graphics 
International, a leading US high performance computing supplier with relationships with both Intel and the 
University, has followed suit with an announcement to locate a 10 strong R&D team.

The University of St Andrews is the oldest university in Scotland, with a 600-year history. It comprises 21 
subject-specific schools and approximately 8,000 students. The university rose to its highest position in 
national league tables with an emphasis on teaching in 2014, just behind the universities of Cambridge and 
Oxford, and topped the UK National Student Survey. 

St Andrews established the Institute for Data-Intensive Research (IDIR) in September 2014. IDIR 
provides a focus for research and teaching activities across the University driven by access to “big 
data”. This interdisciplinary institute brings together researchers from the Schools of Computer Science, 
Mathematics and Statistics, Biology, Chemistry and Physics and Astronomy, with social scientists from 
the Schools of International Relations and History to maximise collaborations between digital humanities, 
digital sciences and social sciences. The School of Computer Science brings together 28 academics 
organised into five broad research themes - artificial intelligence, computer systems, programming 
languages, human-computer interaction and systems engineering.

Heriot-Watt is the “technological university” of the region, with some 9,000 students and 1,600 staff at its 
campus in Edinburgh largely focused on teaching and research in Engineering, Sciences and Business. 
The Heriot-Watt campus in west Edinburgh incorporates a substantial Research Park which is home 
to R&D activities of a number of commercial companies, including a number that are DDI-related, and 
laboratories of a number of government agencies. DDI-related activity at Heriot-Watt is centred in the 
School of Mathematical and Computer Sciences (MACS) – with over 80 academic and 25 research 
staff and 100 PhD students – and the School of Engineering and Physical Sciences (EPS) – with over 
130 academic and 120 research staff and over 300 PhD and EngD students. Major research themes in 
Computer Science include data science and imaging, intelligent systems and interaction.
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110 Around 300 people have moved from the EPCC into industry to undertake, in many cases, leading edge roles
111 Source: Universities Scotland ‘GROW, EXPORT, ATTRACT, SUPPORT: Universities’ contribution to Scotland’s economic growth’, September 2013

Edinburgh Napier University achieved university status in 1992. It has six schools, including Computer 
Science. With over 1100 students, the School of Computing is one of the UK's largest. Edinburgh Napier 
is committed to maintaining international recognition in areas of research strength, nurturing high quality 
near-market research and playing a leading role in UK knowledge transfer. Research is focussed on 
five areas: distributed computing and security; interaction design; emergent computing; information and 
software systems and social informatics.

These assets already deliver a range of benefits to the local economy

Our assets already release value into the local economy in a number of ways:

•  providing the skills (both students and research staff) and capacity that enables company growth, 
ensuring the regional workforce is aligned to market needs and highly productive 

• transferring leading research know-how and skills110

• creating new companies

• helping to attract foreign direct investment

• provide exposure to new technologies via national research facilities

• developing new applications and high-value datasets which embed public and private information.

By increasing this flow, and focussing on emerging priority areas informed by market trends, we can 
accelerate this release of value into the economy.

Our universities already contribute a significant volume of talent to the local labour pool. In 2013/14, 
the Scottish HEI sector comprised almost 230,000 students of which 72,000 (32%) studied at City Region 
institutions. A disproportionately large number (35%) of total Scottish students studied STEM subjects at 
City Region institutions. When looking at informatics-related disciplines the concentration of informatics 
students is even more pronounced with 5,000 students - 37% of all Scottish informatics students – studying 
at our regional institutions. 

The talent developed via our HEI’s and associated centres of excellence remains a key element of the 
attractiveness of the City Region for foreign direct investment (FDI). Almost 40%111 of FDI projects in 
Scotland cited skilled workforce availability as the dominant motive for the investment. Given our existing 
digital skills deficit, we risk not being able to attract more inward investment if we do not increase the 
supply of digital and DDI talent in the region. Conversely, increasing supply should help to attract more 
inward investment in a fast moving global market. This can only be positive for regional competitiveness.

Although DDI activity is relatively nascent, a number of international investments have been made in the 
City Region, examples of which are summarised in Table 23 below.  
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112 The Scottish Record Linkage System. Kendrick S, Clarke J. Health Bull (Edinb). 1993 Mar;51(2):72-9.

Table 23: Impact of selected DDI inward investments to the City Region [Source: City Region audit consortium]

INVESTMENT OVERVIEW STATUS

Intel
Intel Processor Architecture Design 
Team created in Edinburgh as part of 
contribution to Alan Turing Institute

First staff hired by Intel and office 
space set up by University. Plan to 
grow to 5 staff by end of year.

Cray

Cray Centre of Excellence was 
established by Cray at EPCC in 2007. 
Extended with Cray European Exascale 
Research Centre in 2009.

Long-term collaboration with currently 
four Cray staff collocated with EPCC.

Silicon Graphics  
International

SGI European Research Centre 
announced at ISC2016. Major 
investment in HPC software research 
by company.

First staff arriving Autumn 2016 and 
rapidly growing to 10 staff collocated 
with EPCC.

Avaloq

In 2011, Swiss banking software 
company Avaloq established a 
development centre in Edinburgh  
– its first outside Switzerland

The Edinburgh development centre 
now employs 130 with further growth 
planned

These assets are already creating rich and complex datasets locally

Looking beyond Edinburgh, Scotland has some of the best Public Sector Information in the world. For over 
40 years Scotland has developed the capability to securely and confidentially link electronic health record 
(EHR) data for the -5.2 million population of Scotland between hospital and General Practice clinical 
information systems112. This is enabled by the consistent use of a unique patient identifier.

More recently other powerful nationwide data assets have been harnessed including 1.5 million hospital 
admissions per annum; 92 million prescriptions per annum; 18 million digitised radiology images since 
2008 and tens of thousands of individuals consented for genomic studies. The Scottish nodes of both the 
MRC funded Farr Institute and the ESRC funded Administrative Data Research Centre (ADRC) are located 
at Edinburgh BioQuarter and have built upon this distinctive capability to act as the national focus for the 
generation, curation and analysis of cross-sectoral public national public datasets. 

•  The Farr Institute:  The National Farr Institute in Scotland (£13.5 million; MRC and nine other funders) is 
a collaboration among six Universities and NHS Scotland, and  housed in a “research and innovation 
hotel” at the BioQuarter, Edinburgh, where NHS, academic and industrial colleagues are co-located 
(opened May 2014). The Farr (i) delivers high-quality, cutting-edge research linking EHRs with other data 
assets; (ii) builds capacity in health informatics research; (iii) creates a physical and eInfrastructure to 
facilitate collaboration and the trustworthy use of health data. Farr Scotland works closely with Farr 
Centres in Wales, Manchester and London to create a network for data science and innovation in health 
and social care across the UK.

•  ESRC Administrative Data Research Centre (ADRC): The Scottish hub of the ADRC promotes research 
on routinely collected administrative data (including geographical, social, economic, educational and 
governmental) and is co-located with the Farr Institute. ADRC brings together social scientists and data 
scientists from the seven partner Universities with statisticians from public sector organisations and 
Scottish Government.
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•  STFC Higgs Centre for Innovation: is a new £11M building at the Royal Observatory Edinburgh, beginning 
operation in 2017, to provide a collaborative environment for academics, PhD students, STFC technical 
staff at the adjacent UK Astronomy Technology Centre, and companies working on data technology 
development. It will house a Business Incubation Centre for a dozen start-ups to facilitate contracts 
with the European Space Agency, UK Space Agency, and CERN; space hardware test facilities for local 
satellite companies, such as Clyde Space, supporting Scotland’s aspiration to secure 10% of the UK’s 
growing space sector by 2030 (estimated to be £4bn113); and a data visualisation and remote presence 
suite linked to the Hartree Centre for cognitive computing at Sci-Tech Daresbury and national high-
performance computing facilities at Edinburgh’s Advanced Computing Facility. The Higgs Centre will 
enhance the existing cluster of Geospatial Information Services expertise in Edinburgh University’s 
Schools of Geosciences and Informatics and its EDINA group of 70 software and data engineering 
specialists, with geospatial, scholarly communications, research data management and data 
preservation expertise, which operates a model of “innovation into service”, exemplified by the Digimap 
geospatial suite.

•  A proven nationwide approach: Continual improvements in legal and ethical governance arrangements 
around data and analytics activity across Scotland, accompanied by increases in the technical capacity 
to securely and efficiently link statistical and administrative data, has led to the development of the 
Scottish Informatics and Linkage Collaboration (SILC) that provides a number of supporting services and 
facilities, used by data science programmes such as the Farr Institute and ADRC.  Existing capabilities 
that the SIA will leverage include:

– shared research and innovation space at the Edinburgh BioQuarter 

–  shared trusted research environment and computing resources hosted by the UK’s Supercomputer 
hosted by EPCC at the University of Edinburgh

–  a national research and data science co-ordination advice (provided by NHS National Services 
Scotland)

– shared indexing service (provided by National Records of Scotland).

The partners within SILC are committed to ensuring that citizens’ privacy is maintained at all times 
whilst simultaneously ensuring that research and innovation which is in the public interest is supported. 
This model has been acclaimed internationally including by the Nuffield Council of Bioethics (2015), 
and Canadian Government, and currently supports over 300 academic, public sector, industrial and 
governmental data science projects that yield unique insights, and have positioned Edinburgh and 
Scotland as world leaders in the enlightened use of public sector data.  The lessons that have been learnt 
can be applied to other sectors, and scaled up to achieve significant benefits for the City Region.

7.2 Making Best Use of the DDI Asset Base
From the above analysis we believe the ability to maximise the value of our DDI facilities and capabilities 
can be increased if we can address the following key challenges:

•  Scale up existing supply of world-class DDI talent: Academia will be core to our ability to create a 
flourishing DDI ecosystem encompassing both the public and private sectors. If we are to achieve a DDI 
ecosystem at scale, we must increase our capacity to deliver world-class DDI talent. 

•  Enable access to high-value datasets: Create, and provide access to, high-value rich datasets that are 
generated and collated in the region. This must be accompanied by a wider conversation across our 
community to ensure that data privacy issues are properly addressed.

114 Space Innovation and Growth Strategy 2014-2030 Space Growth Action Plan
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Table 24:  Achieving a sustainable talent pool in the City Region [Source: Audit Consortium]

7.3 Next Steps in Enhancing the Value of our DDI assets
Table 24 below describes a set of actions, aligned to our key hypotheses, intended to enhance the value 
and utilisation of our DDI asset base.

HYPOTHESIS AREA EMERGING THEME EXAMPLE ACTIVITIES NEXT STEPS

H1: Primacy of 
Talent

Expand local supply of 
world-class DDI talent

Provide DDI training 
to all undergraduate 
students in the region 
across all disciplines

Identify challenges in 
increasing the flow of 
locally produced DDI 
talent

H3: Effect of  
Research  
Infrastructure

Generate relevant 
datasets and provide the 
capabilities - including 
latest technologies - to 
enable access and 
exploitation

Develop common 
region-wide information 
taxonomy to simplify 
data utilisation

Agree over-arching 
governance framework 
with data owners for the 
use of identified regional 
data assets

Edinburgh-based Aridhia is the company behind AnalytiXagility, 
a collaborative data analysis platform that helps accelerates 
the data innovation process for biomedical research, precision 
medicine and healthcare teams115.

" Scotland’s rich business environment and emerging interest in 
open innovation systems have supported Aridhia’s growth via, 
for example, our Times Higher Education Awards nominated 
relationship with the University of Glasgow. It has helped 
us develop a deep understanding of our client’s challenges, 
export our services and attract inward investment into the 
country. Supporting organisations seeking to take advantage 
of such open innovation opportunities is critical to achieving 
sustainable social and business goals.”   Chris Roche, CEO

115 Information provided by company http://www.aridhia.com/
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8.  National and International Engagement

Proportion of all enquiries 
to Interface that relate to 

digital and DDI

Source: Audit Consortium

16%

Proportion of City Region 
university student cohort 

coming internationally

Source: Audit Consortium

35%

Countries represented in the 
student cohort at Edinburgh 

Napier University

Source: Audit Consortium

100

Number of international 
passengers using Edinburgh 

Airport in 2015

Source: Edinburgh Airport

5,915,166

4x
The disproportionate share  

of UK research funding  
secured in the region

Source: Skills Development Scotland,  
Audit Consortium

4th
Ranking of Edinburgh as  

a global destination

Source: pwc, TripAdvisor

Conference delegates 
attracted to the City in 2015

Source: Convention Edinburgh

65,000
Proportion of projects  

undertaken by the Data Lab  
that involve City Region  

partners

Source: Audit Consortium

50%

Proportion of City Region 
university student  

cohort coming from  
outside Scotland

Source: Skills Development Scotland,  
Audit Consortium

55%

Number of university  
international Campuses  

and Offices

Source: Audit Consortium 

6
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We must seek to grow the level of local, national and international 
engagement undertaken by our DDI-enabled companies, and ensure that 
the Brexit decision does not diminish the strength and depth of national and 
international engagement that has been nurtured by our universities.

The universities in the region have historically enjoyed very strong linkages with research funders, 
partners and talent nationally and internationally. The Brexit decision threatens the sustainability of these 
linkages, and Brexit must be viewed as a major source of risk for our institutions and our DDI ambitions.

Conversely, Scottish businesses have not traditionally engaged to the same level as their peers in other 
locations to drive innovation. Whilst the mechanisms to drive such engagements exist, and a variety of DDI 
related fora and events are in place, the absorptive capacity of our business base to enable innovation 
remains a significant challenge that we recommend must be addressed.

A number of our DDI companies operate internationally, including Skyscanner and FanDuel which have 
attracted substantial international investment. International engagement will be key to growing the 
City Region DDI cluster and we must attract international investors and technology companies with the 
resources, skills and experience to facilitate international growth.

Equally, we must not overlook the local stakeholder engagement, including our local citizens, that is 
needed if we are to gain their tacit permission to build and exploit high-value datasets from our local 
public sources of information.

In order to ensure that we are best-positioned to build upon the existing level of engagement we must 
ensure that:

•  our local talent base can engage widely to establish, and help their organisations absorb, a deep 
practical understanding of global DDI trends and solutions

•  defer some of the risk associated with the Brexit decision by establishing City Region data science 
assets as cornerstone UK facilities

•  international inward investment activity is accelerated

•  support international growth of our DDI-enabled businesses and enhance our profile as an international 
DDI location of choice.

8.1 Academic and Business Engagement
Engagement around DDI has been viewed from multiple perspectives

In order to fully assess the level of engagement around DDi, the following aspects of engagement have 
been reviewed, the results of which are described in the following sections:

• national and international engagement of our universities

• local engagement between our university and company base

• national and international engagement of our company base

• engagement with current and prospective talent pool members

• engagement with broader stakeholder groups.
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ScotlandIS strives to build a thriving digital community that brings 
together the ambition, talent and experience abundant in Scotland 
to transform the economy, business and lives. ScotlandIS has 
approximately 250 members.

Interface connects businesses (primarily SMEs) both nationally 
and internationally that have no track record of collaborating with 
academia to the world leading expertise in the 23 Scottish Universities 
and Research Institutions. DDI and digital have accounted for over 16% 
of all expertise searches undertaken by Interface.

The Data Lab was launched in October 2014 to revolutionise Scottish 
industry in how it develops and applies cutting-edge analytics and 
data science in order to drive growth, boost productivity and connect 
experts. Half of the collaborations facilitated by The Data Lab involve 
City Region universities as partners.

Business Gateway is a publicly funded service contributing to the 
economic well-being of Scotland by providing access to free business 
support services across a range of areas including digital readiness 
and training.

Figure 11:   
Organisations that 
are enabling DDI local 
interactions {Source: 
Audit Consortium]

Our academic base engages very effectively both nationally and internationally

Our universities exhibit significantly higher levels of national and international engagement than the UK 
average. As shown in Table 25 below, the City Region institutions secure:

•  almost four times as much research income as might be expected given the population share of the City 
Region, suggesting that our institutions are deeply engaged at the UK level

•  a significantly higher proportion of research income from non-UK Government sources than both 
Scotland and the UK as a whole, suggesting that our organisations are deeply engaged both outwith the 
UK and with non-government UK funding sources.

Our universities also attract a greater proportion of their student cohort from outwith Scotland. Whilst 55% 
of the City Region student cohort come from outwith Scotland, less than 40% come from outwith the area 
for Scottish institutions as a whole116.

The recent Brexit decision could adversely affect the nature of relationships between academia, 
international research and teaching partners including the ability to sustain attraction and retention of 
international teaching, research and student talent. However, the implications of the Brexit decision 
cannot yet be known with any certainty. 

A range of intermediaries are facilitating wider business engagement around digital technology

A number of organisations that are enabling business engagement around digital and DDI in the City 
Region are summarised in Figure 11 below.

Table 25: Profile of university research income by area, 2013-14 [Source: HESA, Audit Consortium]

UK SCOTLAND CITY REGION CITY OF EDINBURGH

UK population share 8.3% 2.0% 0.8%

Share of UK research funding 
secured in area 16.6% 7.3% 6.8%

Proportion of research funding  
not provided by UK Government 39.9% 42.7% 56.8% 55.2%

116 Source: Skills Development Scotland
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There is scope to increase the level of national innovation engagement of City Region organisations

In spite of these mechanisms for engagement being available, research for the National Centre for 
Universities and Business (NCUB)117 found that, in Scotland, only 19% of manufacturers, and just over 
10% of service sector establishments, were involved in any form of innovation-related cooperation. This 
compared to 26% of manufacturers and nearly 17% of service sector firms in the Greater South East of 
England. 

It is therefore unsurprising that the study concluded that there is a substantial lack of absorptive 
capacity118 in Scottish firms compared to their UK counterparts. For service-sector businesses, identified 
weaknesses include national co-operation, international co-operation, management innovation and 
external business knowledge119. 

However, when our company base does engage around digital, it often leads to a positive outcome. For 
example, 37% of the digital-related enquiries into Interface led to a collaborative project with academia 
being undertaken120. Given that these enquiries come from organisations that have not previously worked 
with universities, the proportion is very significant.

In addition to innovation organisations based in the City Region, the Digital Catapult represents a national 
engagement opportunity to help increase the number of digital businesses, and the numbers employed 
in digital roles. Progress has been made with City Region organisations successfully assisting the Digital 
Catapult to deliver their EIT Digital Labs (School of Informatics, University of Edinburgh) and IOT Boost 
(The Data Lab) initiatives into Scotland. The Data Lab is also part of a Scotland wide proposal to extend 
the Digital Catapult network into Scotland and funding to support this has been lined-up within Scotland. 
However, the Digital Catapult has frozen these discussions whilst it reconsiders it strategy. It is hoped to 
re-open this initiative at a high-level meeting between Scottish Government and Digital Catapult officials 
imminently. If successful, Scotland will add 
five regional centres (and co-ordination 
between them) to the Digital Catapult 
network.

It is essential that our DDI-enabled 
organisations engage internationally

Scottish businesses have historically 
exhibited lower levels of export performance 
than the UK average. A review of Scottish 
exporting performance found that:

“ The United Kingdom as a whole does 
not rate highly as an exporter by 
global standards, and… Scotland has 
proportionately fewer exporting companies 
than the UK as a whole.” Wilson Review of 
Support for Scottish Exporting

117 Harris, R. ‘Growing the value of R&D in Scotland’, 2015
118  Absorptive capacity is a dynamic capability that influences the firm’s ability 

to create and deploy the knowledge necessary to build other organisational 
capabilities

119 Harris, R. ‘Growing the value of R&D in Scotland’, 2015
120 Source: Interface
121 Information provided by company: http://www.cloudsoft.io/

Based at Edinburgh’s CodeBase, Cloudsoft’s AMP deploys and 
manages any application on any cloud, including automating data 
analytics solutions. The AMP software deploys and automatically 
manages big data services on any choice of infrastructure 
reducing effort and speeding time to market121.

" Scotland is the springboard for our successful engagement with 
major and highly innovative organisations around the world. 
Cloudsoft has been recognised as a Cool Vendor by Gartner and 
our technology underpins offerings from major corporations 
such as Dell Technologies and Atos. We believe in Open Source 
in our work and the community in Scotland and beyond.” 

Duncan Johnston-Watt, CEO
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122 IDC ‘Industry Cloud: The Largest Vertical Growth Opportunity for Technology Vendors and Services Firms Through 2025’, November 19, 2015.

123  IDC press release ‘IDC Predicts the Emergence of ‘the DX Economy’ in a Critical Period of Widespread Digital Transformation and Massive Scale 
Up of 3rd Platform Technologies in Every Industry’, November 4, 2015.

DDI-enabled business success demands successful international engagement. Many born-digital 
companies create value by providing industry-wide platforms through which services are delivered to end 
users. Such platform-based businesses are important to the digital economy as they enable alignment 
of a broad ecosystem of organisations that come together to deliver value to end customers. Platform 
providers include Amazon, Airbnb, Google, Apple and Uber, and Digital Adopters such as Fiat, Disney and 
Philips are also at the early stage of enacting platform strategies. 

IDC predicts that, by 2018:

•  more than 80% of enterprises with advanced digital transformation strategies will create, or partner, with 
industry platforms122 

• the number of industry platforms will reach 500, up from 100 currently123.

As value shifts to industry platforms, it becomes increasingly important that companies enact platform 
strategies. Hence, the ability to engage more broadly irrespective of geography will become an 
increasingly important capability for organisations as their digital maturity increases.

An import factor in supporting the internationalisation of our DDI businesses is the support of a pool of 
experienced investors. Skyscanner and FanDuel have raised the profile of the City Region to DDI investors, 
and there is an opportunity to extend and deepen these relationships to the benefit of our DDI-enabled 
organisations, the investors and the City Region DDI cluster.

DDI success demands extensive local engagement across a range of challenges

As the primary source of local DDI talent, and the source of high-value datasets, universities are a 
key component of the City Region DDI ecosystem. Universities are involved in a complex set of inter-
relationships with governments and the public and private sector, and are increasingly impacted by a 
range of factors including government policy decisions and changes in the economy in Scotland, UK, the 
EU and even more broadly (see Figure 12 below). The DDI environment is further complicated by data 
privacy and ethics issues that demand a conversation with the wider citizen base.

UK Government
• Competition & Markets Authority
• Department for Business, Innovation & Skills
• Quality Assurance Agency for Higher Education
• Home Office
• UK Research Councils
• Innovate UK

International
Government

European
Union

Scottish Government
• Advanced Learning and Science Directorate
• Scottish Funding Council
• Student Awards Agency Scotland
• Scottish Government Health & Social Care Directorate
• Other Scottish Government departments and public bodies

Charities/foundations
• UK charities
• International foundations,
 eg The Bill & Melinda 
 Gates Foundation

Industry
• UK industry
• Multinational corporationsSCOTTTISH HIGHER

EDUCATION SECTOR

Figure 12:  Bodies that influence the Scottish higher education sector [Source: Audit Scotland]
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Given this complex environment, clear alignment across various stakeholders is needed to ensure that DDI 
activities are funded and pursued in a joined-up fashion. Many potential challenges need to be considered 
including:

•  the compelling need for alignment with the Edinburgh City Deal, to ensure engagement of public data 
owners and the wider public to provide data assets and engage in opportunities for innovation that 
deliver improved citizen services and regional productivity

•  implications of the evolving structures of government resulting from increased devolution of powers to 
the Scottish parliament and the Brexit decision

•  the need to address major operational bottlenecks that would prevent universities scaling up the number 
of industry-ready graduates that they are able to produce and adapting courseware to ensure the wider 
workforce can benefit via CPD

•  how to address major practical, operational barriers that would prevent the scaling up of knowledge 
exchange activity between academia and industry

•  an agreed pathway of support across delivery organisations for business as their digital maturity 
increases

•  ensuring we deliver the necessary infrastructure, skills, processes and management of core capabilities 
such as high-speed broadband and mobile connectivity, data assets, data centre storage, high-
performance computing, analytical processing capacity, supported by world class governance and 
stewardship.

8.2 Our Businesses Must Engage More Broadly
One of the key strengths of the university sector in the City Region is the level of national and international 
engagement that has been nurtured over many years. The universities in the City Region are heavily reliant 
on foreign countries for both research funding and talent acquisition.

Our analysis suggests there is substantial room for improvement in the levels of local and national 
engagement of our business base. Indeed, this is essential if we are to substantially increase the digital 
maturity of City Region organisations. Through organisations such as ScotlandIS, Interface, The Data 
Lab and the Business Gateway we have the key support mechanisms in place which provide a common 
pathway of support for businesses as they mature, and could be used to drive broader engagement. This 
could be hindered by absorptive capacity challenges, and further interventions will be required to ensure 
that our businesses can utilise DDI effectively at scale.

International engagement is an area of weakness for the wider Scottish company base. International 
engagement is of critical importance for DDI success. We must improve our capability in this area. By 
improving international engagement - in parallel with improved absorptive capacity - our talent (and 
their employers) will gain a deep practical understanding of developing DDI trends and solutions that, 
ultimately, will enable the creation of solutions that can drive international sales.
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Table 26:  Enabling broader engagement of City Region organisation in DDI sector [Source: Audit Consortium]

8.3 Actioning Broader Engagement
Table 26 below describes a set of actions, aligned to our key hypotheses, intended to enable broader 
engagement around DDI.

HYPOTHESIS AREA EMERGING THEME EXAMPLE ACTIVITIES NEXT STEPS

H1: Primacy of 
Talent

Ensure deep 
understanding of global 
DDI trends and solutions 
by our local talent base

Establish programme 
to enable DDI 
businesses to 
understand international 
collaboration 
opportunities

Create and maintain a 
database of emerging 
industry platforms

H2: Attraction of 
Entrepreneurship

Grow foreign 
investment, and 
international investor 
activity, in the local 
cluster

Formulate a standard 
package of support for 
DDI inward investments

Understand the 
perception of, and 
challenges to, DDI 
inward investment in the 
City Region

H3: Effect of  
Research  
Infrastructure

Establish local data 
science assets as 
cornerstone UK facilities

Further develop EPCC 
as the pre-eminent 
provider of HPC and 
Big Data solutions to 
the public sector data 
science community

Capture emerging data 
science requirements 
of leading public sector 
institutions

H4: Disruptiveness  
of Data

Increase international 
sales of locally created 
DDI-enabled services

Establish a standard 
package of support for 
DDI exporters

Identify opportunities 
for increasing the level 
of international sales of 
DDI-enabled services

Established in 2008, Bright Red Publishing is a multi-award 
winning independent publishing company which produces high 
quality study guides and digital resources for Scotland's new 
Curriculum for Excellence124.

" Bright Red’s greatest challenge and opportunity is to continue 
to develop innovative digital resources that can increase 
attainment and support assessment in Scotland.  Working with 
Interface and Edinburgh Napier University has been a brilliant 
experience.  We have been able to access some amazing 
expertise and really step up our digital plans. The creation of 
the Digital Zone has proved a game changer for our business 
with more than 50,000 registered users and one million tests 
taken - it paves the way to a lot of exciting new developments.” 

John MacPherson, Director

124 Information provided by company http://www.brightredpublishing.co.uk/
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9.  Conclusions 
The analysis and findings in the preceding sections demonstrate that DDI is a crucial enabler of future 
prosperity of the City Region. To consolidate this assessment into a set of clear final conclusions, we 
conclude on the hypotheses under test and identify emerging themes that relate to these hypotheses. 
These themes are then used to identify key investment priorities.

9.1 Review of Hypotheses
These findings broadly support the hypotheses under test as illustrated in Table 27 below. 

9.2 Key Emerging Themes
The key findings of this audit have been described as a set of emerging themes, and are summarised in 
Figure 13 overleaf.

HYPOTHESIS CONCLUSION

H1: Universities produce ideas, talent and 
disruptive innovation. However, the main reason 
that innovative companies locate and remain is 
access to trained and motivated talent

We demonstrate that universities indeed produce 
ideas, talent and disruptive innovation. However, 
the main reason that innovative companies locate 
and remain is access to trained and motivated 
talent. A sustainable DDI talent pool is the single 
biggest factor affecting the future development 
of the DDI and digital ecosystem in the City 
Region, and must therefore be the core strategic 
objective of our DDI activity.

H2: Talented students are attracted to the region 
because of perceptions of employability and 
entrepreneurial opportunities

We show that talented students are attracted 
to, and remain in, the region because of 
perceptions of employability and entrepreneurial 
opportunities. We must ramp up the level of DDI 
entrepreneurial activity if we are to become a 
global location of choice for organisations that 
power services through the application of data 
science.

H3: For an emerging field such as DDI, both 
physical and highly visible and less-visible 
facilities generate economic value in the region

We confirm that, for  DDI, both physical and 
highly visible and less-visible facilities generate 
economic value in the region. We must seek 
to maximise the economic value generated by 
these assets whilst maintaining the City Region’s 
position as the UK’s pre-eminent DDI research 
location.

H4: New algorithms and data resources can be 
seen to create new markets and value systems 
with extensive geographic reach in a range of 
areas

The SIA shows that new algorithms and data 
resources can be seen to create new markets 
and value systems with extensive geographic 
reach in a range of areas. The global DDI 
ecosystem is developing quickly and is very 
valuable. It is critical that DDI adoption is 
increased both in our local businesses and the 
wider community.

Table 27:  Report hypotheses and conclusions [Source: City Region audit consortium]
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Figure 13: A
udit key findings for each hypothesis [Source: City Region A

udit Consortium
]
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9.3 Investment Priorities
The gap analysis shown in Table 28 below highlights our key priorities for investment.

SITUATION 2025-35 AMBITION GAPS & PRIORITIES

Regional growth strategy performing 
relatively poorly against UK and 
Europe with regard to productivity 

A cohesive exemplar for UK 
regional growth and data-driven 
societal prosperity

Adoption  
Broad DDI adoption across the 
private and public sectors to take the 
brakes off regional growth

Growing UK digital cluster is 
limited by talent, access to data & 
investment

Global location of choice for DDI 
companies - powering regional 
growth and attracting investment 
from the UK and internationally

Research  
A globally competitive DDI talent 
pool trained in using high quality, 
diverse datasets and leveraging our 
world-class research

Data sharing is limited to specific 
sectors limiting levels of innovation 
and value realisation

Data sharing and re-use is 
ubiquitous within strong data 
governance model

Datasets 
Universal data sharing agreements 
within well defined ethical and 
practical standards

Fragmented entrepreneurship 
activities receiving limited 
investments

Trusted cross-sector partnership 
investing in DDI at scale to drive 
innovation and entrepreneurship

Entrepreneurship 
A Regional Data Science Innovation 
Cluster implementing a coherent 
entrepreneurship strategy

Public sector under extreme fiscal 
pressure and not realising efficiency 
gains

Public sector transformed through 
delivery of high efficiency DDI 
services

Talent 
Open Datasets and increased pool 
of talent & expertise to leverage 
service innovation within our major 
public sector organisations

Figure 28: SIA gap analysis

9.4 Proposition Overview

VISION
Harness the disruptive potential of data science to create economic gains, unlock value from public data 
and deliver sustainable gains in private sector activity, public sector transformation and citizen well-being 
whilst addressing the regional digital skills gap. Propel the Edinburgh City Region to become a global 
destination of choice by 2025 for organisations powering services through the application of data science.

NEED 
There is a substantial shortage of digital/DDI skills and talent, and global market trends are driving a 
change in the skills profile. In the next wave of the digital economy the strong synergies between data, 
research, talent and productivity must be exploited. Unlocking the value from regional Big Data and the 
Internet of Things requires a sustainable pipeline of talent with the “hands-on” data skills necessary 
for success. Local universities need to work more closely with industry, exploiting the best analytical 
technologies, to deliver the technical and leadership skills that will enable DDI.

OPPORTUNITY 
We seek greatly to expand the range and scale of data assets under trusted stewardship. This would 
include establishing a regional Internet of Things network to support insight and enable development of 
new services. This cannot be delivered at the required scale without leveraging the breadth of expertise 
that is available within the City Region. We will use these to train students and drive innovation at scale 
with the private and public sectors.
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125 Economic analysis undertaken by BiGGAR Economics, see Appendix 1.
126 ibid

COLLABORATIVE PROPOSAL 
1.  Stimulate innovation and entrepreneurship in the City Region by creating sector-focused open 

innovation locations bringing together industry, the public sector, students and academia in 
collaborative environments all underpinned by data and access to digital technologies. Partnership 
models will include business-to-business, business-to-public sector and business-to-academia, as well 
as creating opportunities for public sector ownership in private data-driven innovation companies and 
open innovation competitions.

2.  Create value chains from sensors through data assets to research prototypes to new products and 
services. 

3.  Rapidly build a highly-skilled data science workforce to support the growth and scaling up of the digital 
economy and regional private sector cluster. Our ambition is for every university student and suitably 
skilled graduate in the regional workforce to be offered a “hands-on” data science or digital content 
course appropriate to their discipline.

4.  Facilitate collation, integration, analysis and interpretation of high volumes of regional data across a 
range of sectors, where previous cross-sector analysis has been disjointed or non-existent. Improved 
access to public sector data will enable better-informed policy decisions, and help Government to 
understand how to optimise the use of big data.

5.  Harness UofE’s expertise in social science to develop a trusted social compact through public 
engagement and community involvement on the ethical use of data. UofE is a global leader in this 
domain, having developed a trusted “safe haven” where NHS, social science, research and government 
datasets are integrated for discovery and innovation.

OUTCOME 
1.  Propel Edinburgh City Region to become a global destination of choice a global destination of choice by 

2025 for organisations powering services through the application of data science. Support the attraction 
of inward investment, development capital and world leading talent to retain leadership on a sustainable 
basis.

2.  Operating at scale and on-line, we aim to up-skill c100 000 individuals in the City Region over 10 years.

3.  Deliver significant economic impact for the region, in excess of £5 billion, including significant 
contributions to private sector growth and productivity and public sector efficiencies125. Provide a set 
of public & private data assets to catalyse solutions to public sector challenges and thus generate 
productivity gains across private and public sectors in the City Region.  

4.  Generate of £300 million of savings to the public sector in the City Region126 by (i) focusing resources 
on real and specific needs where these occur; (ii) stopping unnecessary/duplicative activities; (iii) 
deploying new technologies that digitise and automate activities.
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9.4 Call to Action
Figure 15 below summarises the proposition year one plan across the different hypotheses areas. The key 
objective of the plan is to provide a solid platform for the execution of subsequent programme activities, 
and to initiate a pilot project. 

Figure 15:  Year one plan [Source: Audit Consortium]

Construct business case and 
develop first year plan

Agree interim tiered governance 
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Align key stakeholders to plan
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Launch City Region proposition

Deliver first quick wins

Refine programme roadmap

Identify and plan “quick wins”
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Programme

H1: 
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Q1

Q2
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The cover image is from the Turing Suite by Sir Eduardo Paolozzi (1924-2005), one of the most versatile 
artists from Britain after 1945. Educated mainly in London and Paris, he always had strong ties to his 
hometown Edinburgh. His father and uncle died in WWII when the convoy taking them to Canada was 
bombed.

Alan Turing was an informatician who, in the 1930s, worked on the theory that brains are computational 
devices. He developed the Universal Turing Machine, helping fix the limits of mechanical computation; 
modern computers directly descend from his ideas. As well as being a key figure during the Second World 
War at at Bletchley Park, Britain’s code breaking centre, Turing is also considered the father of artificial 
intelligence, and the first computational biologist.

The Turing Suite portrays Turing’s contribution at Bletchley Park. Paolozzi was interested in genius and 
wanted to depict Turing’s work in deciphering the Enigma Code. The vivid colours evoke the intensity of 
Turing’s inner vision of the natural world. Edinburgh’s Informatics Forum houses one of the limited edition 
print suites.

This publication is available in alternative formats on request.


